Title of dataset
Variable name and label: NAME Title of dataset

ESS round
Variable name and label: essround ESS round

Edition
Variable name and label: EDITION Edition

Production date
Variable name and label: PRODDATE Production date

Respondent's identification number
Variable name and label: IDNO Respondent's identification number

Country
Variable name and label: CNTRY Country
Values and categories:
Coding standard ISO 3166-1 ( alphanumeric )
"AT" Austria
"BE" Belgium
"CH" Switzerland
"CZ" Czech Republic
"DE" Germany
"DK" Denmark
"ES" Spain
"FI" Finland
"FR" France
"GB" United Kingdom
"GR" Greece
"HU" Hungary
"IE" Ireland
"IL" Israel
"IT" Italy
"LU" Luxembourg
"NL" Netherlands
"NO" Norway
"PL" Poland
"PT" Portugal
"SE" Sweden
"SI" Slovenia

Question A 1
On an average weekday, how much time, in total, do you spend watching television?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 1 Post: Please use this card to answer
Variable name and label: TVTOT TV watching, total time on average weekday
Values and categories
00 No time at all
01 Less than 0,5 hour
02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
07 More than 3 hours
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer
**Question A 2**
And again on an average weekday, how much of your time watching television is spent watching news or programmes about politics and current affairs?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 1 Post: Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** TVPOL TV watching, news/ politics/current affairs on average weekday

**Values and categories**
- 00 No time at all
- 01 Less than 0,5 hour
- 02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
- 03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
- 04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
- 05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
- 06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
- 07 More than 3 hours
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 01 to 07, (77) or 88 at A1

**Question A 3**
On an average weekday, how much time, in total, do you spend listening to the radio?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL. STILL CARD 1 Post: Use the same card

**Variable name and label:** RDTOT Radio listening, total time on average weekday

**Values and categories**
- 00 No time at all
- 01 Less than 0,5 hour
- 02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
- 03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
- 04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
- 05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
- 06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
- 07 More than 3 hours
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Question A 4**
And again on an average weekday, how much of your time listening to the radio is spent listening to news or programmes about politics and current affairs?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 1 Post: Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** RDPOL Radio listening, news/ politics/current affairs on average weekday

**Values and categories**
- 00 No time at all
- 01 Less than 0,5 hour
- 02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
- 03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
- 04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
- 05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
- 06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
- 07 More than 3 hours
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 01 to 07, (77) or 88 at A3
**Question A 5**
On an average weekday, how much time, in total, do you spend reading the newspapers?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL. STILL CARD 1 Post: Use this card again

**Variable name and label:** NWSPTOT Newspaper reading, total time on average weekday

**Values and categories**
00 No time at all
01 Less than 0,5 hour
02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
07 More than 3 hours
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Question A 6**
And how much of this time is spent reading about politics and current affairs?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 1 Post: Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** NWSPPOL Newspaper reading, politics/current affairs on average weekday

**Values and categories**
00 No time at all
01 Less than 0,5 hour
02 0,5 hour to 1 hour
03 More than 1 hour, up to 1,5 hours
04 More than 1,5 hours, up to 2 hours
05 More than 2 hours, up to 2,5 hours
06 More than 2,5 hours, up to 3 hours
07 More than 3 hours
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 01 to 07, (77) or 88 at A5

**Question A 7**
Now, using this card, how often do you use the internet, the World Wide Web or e-mail - whether at home or at work - for your personal use?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL. CARD 2

**Variable name and label:** NETUSE Personal use of internet/e-mail/www

**Values and categories**
00 No access at home or work
01 Never use
02 Less than once a month
03 Once a month
04 Several times a month
05 Once a week
06 Several times a week
07 Every day
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file. Germany: Data from Germany have been omitted from the international file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.
**Question A 8**
Using this card, generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can’t be too careful in dealing with people? Please tell me on a score of 0 to 10, where 0 means you can’t be too careful and 10 means that most people can be trusted.

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 3

**Variable name and label:** PPLTRST Most people can be trusted or you can’t be too careful

**Values and categories**
- 00 You can’t be too careful
- 01 1
- 02 2
- 03 3
- 04 4
- 05 5
- 06 6
- 07 7
- 08 8
- 09 9
- 10 Most people can be trusted
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Question A 9**
Using this card, do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance, or would they try to be fair?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 4

**Variable name and label:** PPLFAIR Most people try to take advantage of you, or try to be fair

**Values and categories**
- 00 Most people would try to take advantage of me
- 01 1
- 02 2
- 03 3
- 04 4
- 05 5
- 06 6
- 07 7
- 08 8
- 09 9
- 10 Most people would try to be fair
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Question A 10**
Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful or that they are mostly looking out for themselves?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 5 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** PPLHLP Most of the time people helpful or mostly looking out for themselves

**Values and categories**
- 00 People mostly look out for themselves
- 01 1
- 02 2
- 03 3
- 04 4
- 05 5
- 06 6
- 07 7
- 08 8
- 09 9
- 10 People mostly try to be helpful
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer
**Question B 1**
How interested would you say you are in politics - are you...

**Instruction(s):** Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:** POLINTR How interested in politics

**Values and categories**
1. Very interested
2. Quite interested
3. Hardly interested
4. Or, not at all interested
5. Refusal
6. Don't know
7. No answer

**Comment:** INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS B1-50: Now we want to ask a few questions about politics and government

**Question B 2**
How often does politics seem so complicated that you can’t really understand what is going on?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 6 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** POLCML Politics too complicated to understand

**Values and categories**
1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Occasionally
4. Regularly
5. Frequently
6. Refusal
7. Don't know
8. No answer

**Question B 3**
Do you think that you could take an active role in a group involved with political issues?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 7 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** POLACTIV Could take an active role in a group involved with political issues

**Values and categories**
1. Definitely not
2. Probably not
3. Not sure either way
4. Probably
5. Definitely
6. Refusal
7. Don't know
8. No answer

**Question B 4**
How difficult or easy do you find it to make your mind up about political issues?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 8 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** POLDCS Making mind up about political issues

**Values and categories**
1. Very difficult
2. Difficult
3. Neither difficult nor easy
4. Easy
5. Very easy
6. Refusal
7. Don't know
8. No answer
Question B 5
Using this card, do you think that politicians in general care what people like you think?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 9
Variable name and label: PLTCARE Politicians in general care what people like respondent think
Values and categories
1 Hardly any politicians care what people like me think
2 Very few care
3 Some care
4 Many care
5 Most politicians care what people like me think
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Question B 6
Would you say that politicians are just interested in getting people’s votes rather than in people’s opinions?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 10 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: PLTINV Politicians interested in votes rather than peoples opinions
Values and categories
1 Nearly all politicians are just interested in votes
2 Most politicians are just interested in votes
3 Some politicians are just interested in votes, others aren’t
4 Most politicians are interested in people’s opinions
5 Nearly all politicians are interested in people’s opinions
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Comment: France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question B 7 -12
Using this card, please tell me on a score of 0-10 how much you personally trust each of the institutions I read out. 0 means you do not trust an institution at all, and 10 means you have complete trust. Firstly...
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 11 Post: READ OUT
Values and categories
00 No trust at all
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Complete trust
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

B 7 [country]'s parliament?
Variable name and label: TRSTPRL Trust in country's parliament

B 8 the legal system?
Variable name and label: TRSTLGL Trust in the legal system

B 9 the police?
Variable name and label: TRSTPLC Trust in the police

B 10 politicians?
Variable name and label: TRSTPLT Trust in politicians

B 11 the European Parliament?
Variable name and label: TRSTEP Trust in the European Parliament

B12 the United Nations?
Variable name and label: TRSTUN Trust in the United Nations
**Question B 13**
Some people don't vote nowadays for one reason or another. Did you vote in the last [country] national election in [month/year]?

*Variable name and label:* VOTE Voted last national election

*Values and categories*
1 Yes
2 No
3 Not eligible to vote
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

*Comment:* France: The French data have been re-coded. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question B 14 AT**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Austria)

*Variable name and label:* PRTVTAT Party voted for in last national election, Austria

*Values and categories*
01 SPÖ
02 ÖVP
03 FPO
04 Grüne
05 LIF
06 Andere
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

*Filter:* If code 1 at B13

*Comment:* [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 BE**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Belgium)

*Variable name and label:* PRTVTBE Party voted for in last national election, Belgium

*Values and categories*
01 Agalev
02 CVP
03 SP
04 PNPB
05 VLD
06 VU-ID
07 PVDA-AE
08 Vlaams Blok
09 VIVANT
11 ECOLO
12 PSC
13 PRL-FDF
14 PS
15 FRONT NATIONAL
16 PTB-UA
17 OTHER
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

*Filter:* If code 1 at B13

*Comment:* [Country-specific (question and) codes]
**Question B 14 CH**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Switzerland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTCH Party voted for in last national election, Switzerland

**Values and categories**
- 01 Radicals
- 02 Christian-democrats
- 03 Social-democrats
- 04 Swiss People's Party
- 05 Liberal Party
- 06 Alliance of the Independents
- 07 Evangelical People's Party
- 08 Christian-Social Party
- 09 Swiss Labour Party
- 10 Green Party
- 11 Swiss Democrats
- 12 Federal Democratic Union
- 13 Freiheits-Partei
- 14 Women's Parties
- 15 Lega dei Ticinesi
- 16 Others
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

*Filter:* If code 1 at B13

*Comment:* [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 CZ**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Czech Republic)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTCZ Party voted for in last national election, Czech Republic

**Values and categories**
- 01 CSSD Cz.Social Democratic P.
- 02 ODA Civic Democratic Alliance
- 03 Nadeje (Hope)
- 04 RMS Republicans of Miroslav Sladek
- 05 CSNS Cz.National Social P.
- 06 SV-SOS P.of Countryside-Assoc.Civic Forces
- 07 Association of Independents
- 08 ODS Civic Democratic P.
- 09 KSCM Communist P.of Bohemia and Moravia
- 10 Coalition (Christian Dem. and Freedom Union)
- 11 SZJ P.for Life Securities
- 12 PB Right Block
- 13 SZ P.of Greens
- 14 Other
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

*Filter:* If code 1 at B13

*Comment:* [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 DE 1**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Germany 1)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVDE1 Party voted for in last national election 1, Germany

**Values and categories**
- 01 SPD
- 02 CDU/CSU
- 03 Bundnis 90/Die Grunen
- 04 FDP
- 05 PDS
- 06 Republikaner
- 07 Andere Partei
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
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Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 DE 2**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Germany 2)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVDE2 Party voted for in last national election 2, Germany

**Values and categories**
01 SPD
02 CDU/CSU
03 Bundnis 90/Die Grunen
04 FDP
05 PDS
06 Republikaner
07 Andere Partei
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 DK**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Denmark)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTDK Party voted for in last national election, Denmark

**Values and categories**
01 Socialdemokratiet
02 Det Radikale Venstre
03 Det Konservative Folkeparti
04 Centrum-Demokraterne
05 Socialistisk Folkeparti
06 Dansk Folkeparti
07 Kristelig Folkeparti
08 Venstre
09 Fremskridtspartiet
10 Enhedslisten
11 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 ES**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Spain)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTES Party voted for in last national election, Spain

**Values and categories**
01 Partido Popular (PP)
02 Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol (PSOE)
03 Izquierda Unida (IU)
04 Convergencia i Unio (CIU)
05 Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (ERC)
06 Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (ICV)
07 Partido Nacionalista Vasco (PNV)
08 Eusko Alkartasuna (EA)
09 Bloque Nacionalista Galego (BNG)
10 Coalicion Canaria (CC)
11 Partido Andalucista (PA)
12 Chunta Aragonesista (CHA)
66 Not applicable
68 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 FI**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Finland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTFI Party voted for in last national election, Finland

**Values and categories**
01 The National Coalition Party
02 The Swedish People's Party (SPP)
03 Liberals, (The liberal party of Finland)
04 The Centre Party
05 True Finns
06 Christian Democrats
07 League for Free Finland
08 The Green League
09 Finnish Social Democratic Party
10 The Left Alliance
11 Communist Party of Finland
12 The Communist Workers’ Party of Finland
13 Natural law party
14 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 FR**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (France)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTFR Party voted for in last national election, France (ballot 1)

**Values and categories**
01 CPNT (Chasse, Pêche, Nature et Traditions)
02 DL (Démocratie Liberale)
03 FN (Front National)
04 LCR (ligue communiste révolutionnaire)
05 LO (Lutte ouvrière)
06 MDC (Mouvement des citoyens)
07 MNR (Mouvement National Républicain)
08 MPF (Mouvement pour la France)
09 PC (Parti communiste)
10 PS (Parti Socialiste)
11 RPF (Rassemblement du Peuple Français)
12 UMP (Union de la Majorité Présidentielle)
13 UDF (Union pour la Démocratie Française)
14 Les Verts
15 Autres mouvements écologistes
16 Autre
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 GB**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (United Kingdom)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTGB Party voted for in last national election, United Kingdom

**Values and categories**
01 Conservative
02 Labour
03 Liberal Democrat
04 Scottish National Party
05 Plaid Cymru
06 Green Party
07 Other
11 Ulster Unionist Party (nir)
12 Democratic Unionist Party (nir)
13 Sinn Fein (nir)
14 Social Democratic and Labour Party (nir)
15 Alliance Party (nir)
16 Progressive Unionist Party (nir)
17 United Kingdom Unionist Party (nir)
18 Womens Coalition (nir)
19 United Unionist Assembly Party (nir)
20 Northern Ireland Unionist Party (nir)
21 Workers Party (nir)
22 Other (nir)
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]
United Kingdom: (nir): Parties in Northern Ireland

Question B 14 GR
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Greece)
Variable name and label: PRTVTGR Party voted for in last national election, Greece

Values and categories
01 PASOK (Panhellenic Socialist Movement)
02 ND (New Democracy)
03 KKE (Communist party)
04 SYN (Left Wing Coalition)
05 DIKKI (Democratic Social Movement)
06 Other parties
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

Question B 14 HU
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Hungary)
Variable name and label: PRTVTHU Party voted for in last national election, Hungary

Values and categories
01 Center Party
02 FYD-HDF Fed.of Young Democrats&Hungarian Dem.Forum
03 ISHP-Independent Small Holders
04 HTJP-Hungarian Truth
05 HSP-Hungarian Socialist Party
06 WP-Workers Party
07 FFD-Free Democrats
08 None of them
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

Question B 14 IE
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Ireland)
**Variable name and label:** PRTVTIE Party voted for in last national election, Ireland

**Values and categories**
- 01 Fianna Fail
- 02 Fine Gael
- 03 Labour
- 04 Progressive Democrats
- 05 Green Party
- 06 Sinn Fein
- 07 Independent
- 08 Other
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13

**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 IL**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Israel)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTIL Party voted for in last national election, Israel

**Values and categories**
- 01 Israel ahat
- 02 Likud
- 03 Shas
- 04 Meretz
- 05 Mafdal
- 06 Yahadut-hatora, Agudat-Isarel, Degel-hatora
- 07 Am ehad
- 08 Shinuy
- 09 Haehud haleumi
- 10 The center party
- 11 Israel baliya
- 12 Israel byteno
- 14 Hadereh hashlishit
- 15 Pnina Rozenblum
- 16 Tzomet
- 17 Gimlaim
- 31 Hadash
- 32 Balad
- 33 Hatnua Harabit Hameauhedet
- 34 Haravi Hahadash
- 35 Other party
- 36 White Ballot
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13

**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 IT**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Italy)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTIT Party voted for in last national election, Italy

**Values and categories**
- 01 Democratici di Sinistra
- 02 La Margherita
- 03 Comunisti Italiani
- 04 Verdi e Sdi (Girasole)
- 06 SVP Sudtirol Vokspartei
- 07 Rifondazione Comunista
- 08 Forza Italia
- 09 Alleanza Nazionale
- 10 CCD-CDU (Biancofiore)
- 11 Lega Nord
- 12 Nuovo PSI
Question B 14 LU
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Luxembourg)
Variable name and label: PRTVTLU Party voted for in last national election, Luxembourg

Values and categories
01 Parti Chrétien Social (PCS)
02 Parti Socialiste Ouvrier Luxembourgeois (PSOL)
03 Parti Démocrate (PD)
04 Les Verts
05 La Gauche
06 Comité d’action pour la Démocratie et la Justice Sociale
07 Autres
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

Question B 14 NL
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Netherlands)
Variable name and label: PRTVTNL Party voted for in last national election, Netherlands

Values and categories
01 Christian Democratic Party
02 Labour Party
03 Party for Freedom and Democracy
04 List Pim Fortuyn
05 Democrats '66
06 Green Left
07 Socialist Party
08 Christian Union
09 Liveable Netherlands
10 Social Reformed Party
11 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B13
Comment: [Country-specific (question and) codes]

Question B 14 NO
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Norway)
Variable name and label: PRTVTNO Party voted for in last national election, Norway

Values and categories
01 Red Electoral Alliance (RV)
02 Socialist left party (SV)
03 Labour Party (A)
04 Liberal Party (V)
05 Christian Democratic Party (KrF)
06 Centre Party (Sp)
07 Conservative Party (H)
08 Progress Party (FrP)
09 Coast Party (KYST)
10 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13
**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 PL**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Poland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTPL Party voted for in last national election, Poland

**Values and categories**
01 Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej/Unia Pracy
02 Akcja Wyborcza Solidarnosc Prawicy
03 Unia Wolnosci
04 Samoobrona Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
05 Prawo i Sprawiedliwosc
06 Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe
07 Platforma Obywatelska
08 Alternatywa Ruch Społeczny
09 Polska Wspolnota Narodowa
10 Liga Polskich Rodzin
11 Mniejszosc Niemiecka
12 Polska Unia Gospodarcza
13 Polska Partia Socjalistyczna
14 Niemiecka Mniejszosc Gornego Slaska
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13
**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 PT**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Portugal)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTPT Party voted for in last national election, Portugal

**Values and categories**
01 B.E. - Bloco de Esquerda
02 CDS/PP - Centro Democratico Social / Partido Popular
03 MPT - Movimento Partido da Terra
04 P.H. - Partido Humanista
05 PCP/PEV - Partido Comunista Portugues Partido Ecolo
06 PCTP/MRPP - Partido Comunista dos Trabalhadores Po
07 PNR - Partido Nacional Renovador
08 POUS - Partido Operario de Unidade Socialista
09 PPM - Partido Popular Monarquico
10 PS - Partido Socialista
11 PSD - Partido Social Democrata
12 Other
13 Blank vote
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13
**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]
**Question B 14 SE**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Sweden)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTSE Party voted for in last national election, Sweden

**Values and categories**
01 Centre party
02 Liberals
03 Christian democrats
04 Green party
05 Conservative
06 Social democrats
07 Left
08 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13
**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 14 SI**
Which party did you vote for in that election? (Slovenia)

**Variable name and label:** PRTVTSI Party voted for in last national election, Slovenia

**Values and categories**
01 Democratic Party of Pensioners of Slovenia (DESUS)
02 Liberal Democracy of Slovenia (LDS)
03 Slovene People's Party (SLS)
04 Slovene National Party (SNS)
05 Social Democratic Party of Slovenia (SDS)
06 New Slovenia - Christian People's Party (NSi)
07 United List of Social Democrats (ZLSD)
08 Slovene Youth Party (SMS)
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B13
**Comment:** [Country-specific (question and) codes]

**Question B 15 -24**
There are different ways of trying to improve things in [country] or help prevent things from going wrong. During the last 12 months, have you done any of the following? Firstly ...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** Germany: Country-specific item was added after B19 (SGNPIT). For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

B 15 Contacted a politician, government or local government official

**Variable name and label:** CONTPLT Contacted politician or government official last 12 months

B 16 Worked in a political party or action group

**Variable name and label:** WRKPRTY Worked in political party or action group last 12 months

B 17 Worked in another organisation or association

**Variable name and label:** WRKORG Worked in another organisation or association last 12 months

B 18 Worn or displayed a campaign badge/sticker

**Variable name and label:** BADGE Worn or displayed campaign badge/sticker last 12 months
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B 19 Signed a petition
**Variable name and label:** SGNPTIT Signed petition last 12 months

B 20 Taken part in a lawful public demonstration
**Variable name and label:** PBLDMN Taken part in lawful public demonstration last 12 months

B 21 Boycotted certain products
**Variable name and label:** BCTPRD Boycotted certain products last 12 months

B 22 Deliberately bought certain products for political, ethical or environmental reasons
**Variable name and label:** BGHTPRD Bought product for political/ethical/environment reason last 12 months

B 23 Donated money to a political organisation or group
**Variable name and label:** DNTMNY Donated money to political organisation or group last 12 months

B 24 Participated in illegal protest activities
**Variable name and label:** ILGLPST Participated illegal protest activities last 12 months

**Comment:** Germany: Country-specific item was added after B19 (SGNPTIT).
Slovenia: Translation error. Data from B17(WRKORG) have been omitted from the integrated data file.
For further details, please see item 46 in the Country reports in the ESS1-2002 Documentation Report.

**Question B 25 a**
Is there a particular political party you feel closer to than all the other parties?
**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL
**Variable name and label:** CLSPRTY Feel closer to a particular party than all other parties

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question B 25 bAT**
Which one? (Austria)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLAT Which party feel closer to, Austria

**Values and categories**
01 SPÖ
02 ÖVP
03 FPÖ
04 Grüne
05 LIF
06 Andere
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bBE**
Which one? (Belgium)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLBE Which party feel closer to, Belgium

**Values and categories**
01 Agalev
02 CVP
03 SP
04 PNPB
05 VLD
06 VU-ID
07 PVDA-AE
08 Vlaams Blok
09 VIVANT
11 ECOLO
**Question B 25 bCH**
Which one? (Switzerland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLCH Which party feel closer to, Switzerland

**Values and categories**
01 Radicals
02 Christian-democrats
03 Social-democrats
04 Swiss People's Party
05 Liberal Party
06 Alliance of the Independents
07 Evangelical People's Party
08 Christian-Social Party
09 Swiss Labour Party
10 Green Party
11 Swiss Democrats
12 Federal Democratic Union
13 Freiheits-Partei
14 Women's Parties
15 Lega dei Ticinesi
16 Others
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

---

**Question B 25 bCZ**
Which one? (Czech Republic)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLCZ Which party feel closer to, Czech Republic

**Values and categories**
01 CSSD Cz. Social Democratic P.
02 ODA Civic Democratic Alliance
03 Nadeje (Hope)
04 RMS Republicans of Miroslav Sladek
05 CSNS Cz.National Social P.
06 SV-SOS P.of Countryside-Assoc.Civic Forces
07 Association of Independents
08 ODS Civic Democratic P.
09 KSCM Communist P.of Bohemia and Moravia
10 KDU-CSL Christian Democratic P.
11 US Freedom Union
12 SZJ P.for Life Securities
13 PB Right Block
14 SZ P.of Greens
15 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]
**Question B 25 bDE**
Which one? (Germany)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLDE Which party feel closer to, Germany

**Values and categories**
- 01 SPD
- 02 CDU/CSU
- 03 Bundnis 90/Die Grunen
- 04 FDP
- 05 PDS
- 06 Republikaner
- 07 Andere Partei
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bDK**
Which one? (Denmark)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLDK Which party feel closer to, Denmark

**Values and categories**
- 01 Socialdemokratiet
- 02 Det Radikale Venstre
- 03 Det Konservative Folkeparti
- 04 Centrum-Demokraterne
- 05 Socialistisk Folkeparti
- 06 Dansk Folkeparti
- 07 Kristelig Folkeparti
- 08 Venstre
- 09 Fremskridtspartiet
- 10 Enhedslisten
- 11 Other
- 66 Not applicable
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bES**
Which one? (Spain)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLES Which party feel closer to, Spain

**Values and categories**
- 01 Partido Popular (PP)
- 02 Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol (PSOE)
- 03 Izquierda Unida (IU)
- 04 Convergencia i Unio (CIU)
- 05 Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (ERC)
- 06 Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (ICV)
- 07 Partido Nacionalista Vasco (PNV)
- 08 Eusko Alkartasuna (EA)
- 09 Bloque Nacionalista Galego (BNG)
- 10 Coalicion Canaria (CC)
- 11 Partido Andalucista (PA)
- 12 Chunta Aragonesista (CHA)
- 66 Not applicable
- 68 Other
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]
**Question B 25 bFI**
Which one? (Finland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLFI Which party feel closer to, Finland

**Values and categories**
01 The National Coalition Party  
02 The Swedish People's Party (SPP)  
03 Liberals, (The liberal party of Finland)  
04 The Centre Party  
05 True Finns  
06 Christian Democrats  
07 League for Free Finland  
08 The Green League  
09 Finnish Social Democratic Party  
10 The Left Alliance  
11 Communist Party of Finland  
12 The Communist Workers' Party of Finland  
13 Natural law party  
14 Other  
66 Not applicable  
77 Refusal  
88 Don't know  
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a  
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

---

**Question B 25 bFR**
Which one? (France)

**Variable name and label:** prtclfr Which party feel closer to, France

**Values and categories**
01 CPNT (Chasse, Pêche, Nature et Traditions)  
02 DL (Démocratie Libérale)  
03 FN (Front National)  
04 LCR (ligue communiste révolutionnaire)  
05 LO (Lutte ouvrière)  
06 MDC (Mouvement des citoyens)  
07 MNR (Mouvement National Républicain)  
08 MPF (Mouvement pour la France)  
09 PC (Parti communiste)  
10 PS (Parti Socialiste)  
11 RPF (Rassemblement du Peuple Français)  
12 UMP (Union de la Majorité Présidentielle)  
13 UDF (Union pour la Démocratie Française)  
14 Les Verts  
15 Autres mouvements écologistes  
16 Autre  
66 Not applicable  
77 Refusal  
88 Don't know  
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a  
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

---

**Question B 25 bGB**
Which one? (United Kingdom)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLGB Which party feel closer to, United Kingdom

**Values and categories**
01 Conservative  
02 Labour  
03 Liberal Democrat  
04 Scottish National Party  
05 Plaid Cymru  
06 Green Party  
07 Other
11 Ulster Unionist Party (nir)
12 Democratic Unionist Party (nir)
13 Sinn Fein (nir)
14 Social Democratic and Labour Party (nir)
15 Alliance Party (nir)
16 Progressive Unionist Party (nir)
17 United Kingdom Unionist Party (nir)
18 Womens Coalition (nir)
19 United Unionist Assembly Party (nir)
20 Northern Ireland Unionist Party (nir)
21 Workers Party (nir)
22 Other (nir)
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]
United Kingdom: (nir): Parties in Northern Ireland

**Question B 25 bGR**
Which one? (Greece)
*Variable name and label:* PRTCLGR Which party feel closer to, Greece

**Values and categories**
01 PASOK (Panhellenic Socialist Movement)
02 ND (New Democracy)
03 KKE (Communist party)
04 SYN (Left Wing Coalition)
05 DIKKI (Democratic Social Movement)
06 Other parties
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bHU**
Which one? (Hungary)
*Variable name and label:* PRTCLHU Which party feel closer to, Hungary

**Values and categories**
01 Center Party
02 FYD-Federation of Young Democrats
03 ISHP-Independent Small Holders
04 HDF- Hungarian Democratic Forum
05 HTJP-Hungarian Truth
06 HSP-Hungarian Socialist Party
07 WP-Workers Party
08 FFD-Free Democrats
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bIE**
Which one? (Ireland)
*Variable name and label:* PRTCLIE Which party feel closer to, Ireland

**Values and categories**
01 Fianna Fail
02 Fine Gael
03 Labour
04 Progressive Democrats
05 Green Party
06 Sinn Fein
07 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bIL**
Which one? (Israel)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLIL Which party feel closer to, Israel

**Values and categories**
01 Israel ahat
02 Likud
03 Shas
04 Meretz
05 Mafdal
06 Yahadut-hatora, Agudat-Isarel, Degel-hatora
07 Am ehad
08 Shinuy
09 Haehud haleumi
10 The center party
11 Israel baliya
12 Israel byteno
14 Hadereh hashlishit
15 Pinna Rozenblum
16 Tzomet
17 Gimlaim
31 Hadash
32 Balad
33 Hatnua Harabit Hameauhedet
34 Haravi Hahadash
35 Other party
36 White Ballot
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bIT**
Which one? (Italy)

**Variable name and label:** PRTCLIT Which party feel closer to, Italy

**Values and categories**
01 Democratici di Sinistra
02 La Margherita
03 Comunisti Italiani
04 Verdi
05 SDI
06 SVP (Sudtirol Volkspartei)
07 Rifondazione Comunis
08 Forza Italia
09 Alleanza Nazionale
10 CCD-CDU
11 Lega Nord
12 Nuovo PSI
13 Lista Di Pietro
14 Democrazia Europea
15 Pannella-Bonino
16 Fiamma Tricolore
17 Altro (SPECIFICARE)
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66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bLU**
Which one? (Luxembourg)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLLU Which party feel closer to, Luxembourg

**Values and categories**
01 Parti Chrétien Social (PCS)
02 Parti Socialiste Ouvrier Luxembourgeois (PSOL)
03 Parti Démocrate (PD)
04 Les Verts
05 La Gauche
06 Comité d'action pour la Démocratie et la Justice Sociale
07 Autres
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bNL**
Which one? (Netherlands)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLNL Which party feel closer to, Netherlands

**Values and categories**
01 Christian Democratic Party
02 Labour Party
03 Party for Freedom and Democracy
04 List Pim Fortuyn
05 Democrats '66
06 Green Left
07 Socialist Party
08 Christian Union
09 Liveable Netherlands
10 Social Reformed Party
11 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bNO**
Which one? (Norway)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLNO Which party feel closer to, Norway

**Values and categories**
01 Red Electoral Alliance (RV)
02 Socialist left party (SV)
03 Labour Party (A)
04 Liberal Party (V)
05 Christian Democratic Party (Krf)
06 Centre Party (Sp)
07 Conservative Party (H)
08 Progress Party (FrP)
09 Coast Party (KYST)
10 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bPL**
Which one? (Poland)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLPL Which party feel closer to, Poland

**Values and categories**
01 Alternatywa Partia Pracy
02 Konfederacja
03 Krajowa Partia Emerytów i Rencistów
04 Liga Polskich Rodzin
05 Partia Ludowo-Demokratyczna
06 Platforma Obywatelska Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
07 Polska Partia Socjalistyczna-PPS
08 Polska Unia Gospodarcza
09 Polska Wspólnota Narodowa
10 Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe-PSL
11 Prawo i Sprawiedliwość
12 Ruch Społeczny
13 Samoobrona Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
14 Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej-SLD
15 Stronnictwo Demokratyczne-SD
16 Stronnictwo Konserwatywno-Ludowe-Ruch Nowej Polski
17 Unia Polityki Realnej-UPR
18 Unia Pracy-UP
19 Unia Wolności-UW
20 Zjednoczenie Chrześcijanosz-Trzecioklasowy-WŁP
21 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bPT**
Which one? (Portugal)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLPT Which party feel closer to, Portugal

**Values and categories**
01 B.E. - Bloco de Esquerda
02 CDS/PP - Centro Democrata Social / Partido Popular
03 MPT - Movimento Partido da Terra
04 P.H. - Partido Humanista
05 PCP/PEV - Partido Comunista Portugues / Partido Ecolo
06 PCTP/MRPP - Partido Comunista dos Trabalhadores Po
07 PNR - Partido Nacional Renovador
08 PPD - Partido Operario de Unidade Socialista
09 PPM - Partido Popular Monarquico
10 PS - Partido Socialista
11 PSD - Partido Social Democrata
12 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B25a
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 25 bSE**
Which one? (Sweden)
**Variable name and label:** PRTCLSE Which party feel closer to, Sweden

ESS1- Appendix A3, edition 6.5
Values and categories
01 Centre party
02 Liberals
03 Christian democrats
04 Green party
05 Conservative
06 Social democrats
07 Left
08 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

Question B 25 bSI
Which one? (Slovenia)
Variable name and label: PRTCLSI Which party feel closer to, Slovenia

Values and categories
01 Democratic Party of Pensioners of Slovenia (DESUS)
02 Liberal Democracy of Slovenia (LDS)
03 Slovene People's Party (SLS)
04 Slovene National Party (SNS)
05 Social Democratic Party of Slovenia (SDS)
06 New Slovenia - Christian People's Party (NSi)
07 United List of Social Democrats (ZLSD)
08 Slovene Youth Party (SMS)
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B25a
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

Question B 25 c
How close do you feel to this party? Do you feel that you are ...
Instruction(s): Post: READ OUT
Variable name and label: PRTDGCL How close to party

Values and categories
1 Very close
2 Quite close
3 Not close
4 Or, not at all close?
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Filter: If party coded (codes 01 to xx) at B25b

Question B 26
Are you a member of any political party?
Variable name and label: MMBPRTY Member of political party

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question B 27 AT
Which one? (Austria)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBAT Member of which party, Austria

**Values and categories**
01 SPÖ
02 ÖVP
03 FPÖ
04 Grüne
05 LIF
06 Andere
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 BE**
Which one? (Belgium)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBBE Member of which party, Belgium

**Values and categories**
01 Agalev
02 CVP
03 SP
04 PNPB
05 VLD
06 VU-ID
07 PVDA-AE
08 Vlaams Blok
09 VIVANT
11 ECOLO
12 PSC
13 PRL-FDF
14 PS
15 FRONT NATIONAL
16 PTB-UA
17 OTHER
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 CH**
Which one? (Switzerland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBCH Member of which party, Switzerland

**Values and categories**
01 Radicals
02 Christian-democrats
03 Social-democrats
04 Swiss People's Party
05 Liberal Party
06 Alliance of the Independents
07 Evangelical People's Party
08 Christian-Social Party
09 Swiss Labour Party
10 Green Party
11 Swiss Democrats
12 Federal Democratic Union
13 Freiheits-Partei
14 Women's Parties
15 Lega dei Ticinesi
16 Others
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 CZ**
Which one? (Czech Republic)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBCZ Member of which party, Czech Republic

**Values and categories**
01 CSSD Cz. Social Democratic P.
02 ODA Civic Democratic Alliance
03 Nadeje (Hope)
04 RMS Republicans of Miroslav Sladek
05 CSNS Cz.National Social P.
06 SV-SOS P.of Countryside-Assoc.Civic Forces
07 Association of Independents
08 ODS Civic Democratic P.
09 KSCM Communist P.of Bohemia and Moravia
10 KDU-CSL Christian Democratic P.
11 US Freedom Union
12 SZJ P.for Life Securities
13 PB Right Block
14 SZ P.of Greens
15 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 DE**
Which one? (Germany)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBDE Member of which party, Germany

**Values and categories**
01 SPD
02 CDU/CSU
03 Bundnis 90/Die Grunen
04 FDP
05 PDS
06 Republikaner
07 Andere Partei
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 DK**
Which one? (Denmark)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBDK Member of which party, Denmark

**Values and categories**
01 Socialdemokratiet
02 Det Radikale Venstre
03 Det Konservative Folkeparti
04 Centrum-Demokraterne
05 Socialistisk Folkeparti
06 Dansk Folkeparti
07 Kristelig Folkeparti
08 Venstre
09 Fremmikdtspartiet
10 Enhedslisten
11 Other  
66 Not applicable  
77 Refusal  
88 Don't know  
99 No answer  

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26  
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]  

**Question B 27 ES**  
Which one? (Spain)  
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBES Member of which party, Spain  

**Values and categories**  
01 Partido Popular (PP)  
02 Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol (PSOE)  
03 Izquierda Unida (IU)  
04 Convergencia i Unio (CIU)  
05 Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (ERC)  
06 Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (ICV)  
07 Partido Nacionalista Vasco (PNV)  
08 Eusko Alkartasuna (EA)  
09 Bloque Nacionalista Galego (BNG)  
10 Coalicion Canaria (CC)  
11 Partido Andalucista (PA)  
12 Chunta Aragonesista (CHA)  
66 Not applicable  
68 Other  
77 Refusal  
88 Don't know  
99 No answer  

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26  
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]  

**Question B 27 FI**  
Which one? (Finland)  
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBFI Member of which party, Finland  

**Values and categories**  
01 The National Coalition Party  
02 The Swedish People's Party (SPP)  
03 Liberals, (The liberal party of Finland)  
04 The Centre Party  
05 True Finns  
06 Christian Democrats  
07 League for Free Finland  
08 The Green League  
09 Finnish Social Democratic Party  
10 The Left Alliance  
11 Communist Party of Finland  
12 The Communist Workers' Party of Finland  
13 Natural law party  
14 Other  
66 Not applicable  
77 Refusal  
88 Don't know  
99 No answer  

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26  
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]  

**Question B 27 FR**  
Which one? (France)  
**Variable name and label:** prtmbfr Member of which party, France  

**Values and categories**  
01 CPNT (Chasse, Pêche, Nature et Traditions)  
02 DL (Démocratie Liberale)
03 FN (Front National)
04 LCR (ligue communiste révolutionnaire)
05 LO (Lutte ouvrière)
06 MDC (Mouvement des citoyens)
07 MNR (Mouvement National Républicain)
08 MPF (Mouvement pour la France)
09 PC (Parti communiste)
10 PS (Parti Socialiste)
11 RPF (Rassemblement du Peuple Français)
12 UMP (Union de la Majorité Présidentielle)
13 UDF (Union pour la Démocratie Française)
14 Les Verts
15 Autres mouvements écologistes
16 Autre
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 GB**
Which one? (United Kingdom)
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBGB Member of which party, United Kingdom

**Values and categories**
01 Conservative
02 Labour
03 Liberal Democrat
04 Scottish National Party
05 Plaid Cymru
06 Green Party
07 Other
11 Ulster Unionist Party (nir)
12 Democratic Unionist Party (nir)
13 Sinn Fein (nir)
14 Social Democratic and Labour Party (nir)
15 Alliance Party (nir)
16 Progressive Unionist Party (nir)
17 United Kingdom Unionist Party (nir)
18 Womens Coalition (nir)
19 United Unionist Assembly Party (nir)
20 Northern Ireland Unionist Party (nir)
21 Workers Party (nir)
22 Other (nir)
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]
United Kingdom: (nir): Parties in Northern Ireland

**Question B 27 GR**
Which one? (Greece)
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBGR Member of which party, Greece

**Values and categories**
01 PASOK (Panhellenic Socialist Movement)
02 ND (New Democracy)
03 KKE (Communist party)
04 SYN (Left Wing Coalition)
05 DIKKI (Democratic Social Movement)
06 Other parties
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer
Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 HU**
Which one? (Hungary)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBHU Member of which party, Hungary

**Values and categories**
01 Center Party
02 FYD-Federation of Young Democrats
03 ISHP-Independent Small Holders
04 HDF- Hungarian Democratic Forum
05 HTJP-Hungarian Truth
06 HSP-Hungarian Socialist Party
07 WP-Workers Party
08 FFD-Free Democrats
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 IE**
Which one? (Ireland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBIE Member of which party, Ireland

**Values and categories**
01 Fianna Fail
02 Fine Gael
03 Labour
04 Progressive Democrats
05 Green Party
06 Sinn Fein
07 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 IL**
Which one? (Israel)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBIL Member of which party, Israel

**Values and categories**
01 Israel ahat
02 Likud
03 Shase
04 Meretz
05 Mafdal
06 Yahadut-hatora, Agudat-Isarel, Degel-hatora
07 Am ehad
08 Shinuy
09 Haehud haleumi
10 The center party
11 Israel baliya
12 Israel byteno
14 Hadereh hashlishit
15 Pnina Rozenblum
16 Tzomet
17 Gimlaim
31 Hadash
32 Balad
33 Hatnua Harabit Hameauhedet
34 Haravi Hahadash
35 Other party
36 White Ballot
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 IT**
Which one? (Italy)
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBIT Member of which party, Italy

**Values and categories**
01 Democratici di Sinistra
02 La Margherita
03 Comunisti Italiani
04 Verdi
05 SDI
06 SVP (Sudtirol Volkspartei)
07 Rifondazione Comunis
08 Forza Italia
09 Alleanza Nazionale
10 CCD-CDU
11 Lega Nord
12 Nuovo PSI
13 Lista Di Pietro
14 Democrazia Europea
15 Pannella-Bonino
16 Fiamma Tricolore
17 Altro (SPECIFICARE)
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 LU**
Which one? (Luxembourg)
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBLU Member of which party, Luxembourg

**Values and categories**
01 Parti Chrétien Social (PCS)
02 Parti Socialiste Ouvrier Luxembourgeois (PSOL)
03 Parti Démocrate (PD)
04 Les Verts
05 La Gauche
06 Comité d'action pour la Démocratie et la Justice Sociale
07 Autres
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26
**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 NL**
Which one? (Netherlands)
**Variable name and label:** PRTMBNL Member of which party, Netherlands

**Values and categories**
01 Christian Democratic Party
02 Labour Party
03 Party for Freedom and Democracy
04 List Pim Fortuyn
05 Democrats '66
06 Green Left
07 Socialist Party
08 Christian Union
09 Liveable Netherlands
10 Social Reformed Party
11 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 NO**
Which one? (Norway)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBNO Member of which party, Norway

**Values and categories**
01 Red Electoral Alliance (RV)
02 Socialist left party (SV)
03 Labour Party (A)
04 Liberal Party (V)
05 Christian Democratic Party (Krf)
06 Centre Party (Sp)
07 Conservative Party (H)
08 Progress Party (FrP)
09 Coast Party (KYST)
10 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]

**Question B 27 PL**
Which one? (Poland)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBPL Member of which party, Poland

**Values and categories**
01 Alternatywa Partia Pracy
02 Konfederacja
03 Krajowa Partia Emerytow i Rencistow
04 Liga Polskich Rodzin
05 Partia Ludowo-Demokratyczna
06 Platforma Obywatelska Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
07 Polska Partia Socjalistyczna-PPS
08 Polska Unia Gospodarcza
09 Polska Wspolnota Narodowa
10 Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe-PSL
11 Prawo i Sprawiedliwosc
12 Ruch SPO
13 Samoobrona Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
14 Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej-SLD
15 Stronnictwo Demokratyczne-SD
16 Stronnictwo Konserwatwyno-Ludowe-Ruch Nowej Polski
17 Unia Polityki Realnej-UPR
18 Unia Pracy-UP
19 Unia Wolnosci-UW
20 Zjednoczenie Chrzeszczjansko-Narodowe-ZChN
21 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at B26
Comment: [Country-specific codes]
**Question B 27 PT**
Which one? (Portugal)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBPT Member of which party, Portugal

**Values and categories**
01 B.E. - Bloco de Esquerda
02 CDS/PP - Centro Democrático Social / Partido Popular
03 MPT - Movimento Partido da Terra
04 P.H. - Partido Humanista
05 PCP/PEV - Partido Comunista Portugues / Partido Ecolo
06 PCTP/MRPP - Partido Comunista dos Trabalhadores Po
07 PNR - Partido Nacional Renovador
08 POUS - Partido Operario de Unidade Socialista
09 PPM - Partido Popular Monarquico
10 PS - Partido Socialista
11 PSD - Partido Social Democrat
12 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

---

**Question B 27 SE**
Which one? (Sweden)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBSE Member of which party, Sweden

**Values and categories**
01 Centre party
02 Liberals
03 Christian democrats
04 Green party
05 Conservative
06 Social democrats
07 Left
08 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]

---

**Question B 27 SI**
Which one? (Slovenia)

**Variable name and label:** PRTMBSI Member of which party, Slovenia

**Values and categories**
01 Democratic Party of Pensioners of Slovenia (DESUS)
02 Liberal Democracy of Slovenia (LDS)
03 Slovene People's Party (SLS)
04 Slovene National Party (SNS)
05 Social Democratic Party of Slovenia (SDS)
06 New Slovenia - Christian People's Party (NSi)
07 United List of Social Democrats (ZLSD)
08 Slovene Youth Party (SMS)
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at B26

**Comment:** [Country-specific codes]
**Question B 28**
In politics people sometimes talk of "left" and "right". Using this card, where would you place yourself on this scale, where 0 means the left and 10 means the right?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK ALL. CARD 12

*Variable name and label:* LRSAME Placement on left right scale

*Values and categories*
00 Left
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Right
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Question B 29**
All things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole nowadays? Please answer using this card, where 0 means extremely dissatisfied and 10 means extremely satisfied.

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 13

*Variable name and label:* STFLIFE How satisfied with life as a whole

*Values and categories*
00 Extremely dissatisfied
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely satisfied
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

*Comment:* Deviations:
Hungary: Translation error in scale endpoints. For further details, please see item 46 in the Country Reports in the Documentation Report.

**Question B 30**
On the whole how satisfied are you with the present state of the economy in [country]?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: STILL CARD 13 Post: Still use this card

*Variable name and label:* STFECO How satisfied with present state of economy in country

*Values and categories*
00 Extremely dissatisfied
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely satisfied
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

*Comment:* Deviations:
Hungary: Translation error in scale endpoints. For further details, please see item 46 in the Country Reports in the
**Question B 31**
Now thinking about the [country] government, how satisfied are you with the way it is doing its job?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 13 Post: Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** STFGOV How satisfied with the national government

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely dissatisfied
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely satisfied
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Comment:** Deviations:
Hungary: Translation error in scale endpoints. For further details, please see item 46 in the Country Reports in the Documentation Report. Ireland: Data from Ireland have been omitted from the international data file, but is kept in a separate country specific file for Ireland. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question B 32**
And on the whole, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in [country]?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 13 Post: Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** STFDEM How satisfied with the way democracy works in country

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely dissatisfied
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely satisfied
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Comment:** Deviations:
Hungary: Translation error in scale endpoints. For further details, please see item 46 in the Country Reports in the Documentation Report.

**Question B 33**
Now, using this card, please say what you think overall about the state of education in [country] nowadays?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 14

**Variable name and label:** STFEDU State of education in country nowadays

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely bad
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely good
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**Question B 34**
Still using this card, please say what you think overall about the state of health services in [country] nowadays?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 14

**Variable name and label:** STFHLTH State of health services in country nowadays

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely bad
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely good
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Question B 35 -42**
Policies can be decided at different levels. Using this card, at which level do you think the following policies should mainly be decided?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 15 Post: READ OUT AND CODE ONE ON EACH LINE

**Values and categories**
1 International level
2 European level
3 National level
4 Regional or local level
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

B 35 protecting the environment
**Variable name and label:** DCLENV Preferred decision level of environmental protection policies

B 36 fighting against organised crime
**Variable name and label:** DCLCRM Preferred decision level of fighting against organised crime policies

B 37 agriculture
**Variable name and label:** DCLAGR Preferred decision level of agricultural policies

B 38 defence
**Variable name and label:** DCLDEF Preferred decision level of defence policies

B 39 social welfare
**Variable name and label:** DCLWLFR Preferred decision level of social welfare policies

B 40 aid to developing countries
**Variable name and label:** DCLAID Preferred decision level of policies about aid to developing countries

B 41 immigration and refugees
**Variable name and label:** DCLMIG Preferred decision level of immigration and refugees policies

B 42 interest rates
**Variable name and label:** DCLINTR Preferred decision level of interest rates policies
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**Question B 43 -50**
Using this card, please say to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following statements

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 16 Post: READ OUT EACH STATEMENT AND CODE IN GRID

**Values and categories**
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** Israel: No category for Don't know in data from Israel. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

B 43 The less that government intervenes in the economy, the better it is for [country]
**Variable name and label:** GINVECO The less government intervenes in economy, the better for country

B 44 The government should take measures to reduce differences in income levels
**Variable name and label:** GINCDIF Government should reduce differences in income levels

B 45 Employees need strong trade unions to protect their working conditions and wages
**Variable name and label:** NEEDTRU Employees need strong trade unions to protect work conditions/wages

B 46 Gay men and lesbians should be free to live their own life as they wish
**Variable name and label:** FREEHMS Gays and lesbians free to live life as they wish

B 47 Whatever the circumstances, the law should always be obeyed
**Variable name and label:** LAWOBEP The law should always be obeyed

B 48 Political parties that wish to overthrow democracy should be banned
**Variable name and label:** PRTYBAN Ban political parties that wish overthrow democracy

B 49 Economic growth always ends up harming the environment
**Variable name and label:** ECOHENV Economic growth always ends up harming environment

B 50 Modern science can be relied on to solve our environmental problems
**Variable name and label:** SCNSENV Modern science can be relied on to solve environmental problems

**Question C 1**
Taking all things together, how happy would you say you are?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 17 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** HAPPY How happy are you

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely unhappy
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely happy
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS C1-28: And now a few questions about you and your life.
Question C 2
Using this card, how often do you meet socially with friends, relatives or work colleagues?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 18

Variable name and label: SCLMEET How often socially meet with friends, relatives or colleagues

Values and categories
01 Never
02 Less than once a month
03 Once a month
04 Several times a month
05 Once a week
06 Several times a week
07 Every day
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Question C 3
Do you have anyone with whom you can discuss intimate and personal matters?

Variable name and label: INMDISC Anyone to discuss intimate and personal matters with

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 4
Compared to other people of your age, how often would you say you take part in social activities?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 19 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: SCLACT Take part in social activities compared to others of same age

Values and categories
1 Much less than most
2 Less than most
3 About the same
4 More than most
5 Much more than most
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 5
Have you or a member of your household been the victim of a burglary or assault in the last 5 years?

Variable name and label: CRMVCT Respondent or household member victim of burglary/assault last 5 years

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 6
How safe do you - or would you - feel walking alone in this area after dark? Do - or would - you feel...

Instruction(s): Post: READ OUT

Variable name and label: AESFDRK Feeling of safety of walking alone in local area after dark

Values and categories
1 Very safe
2 Safe
3 Unsafe
4 Or, very unsafe?
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer
**Question C 7**
How is your health in general? Would you say it is ...

**Instruction(s):** Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:** HEALTH Subjective general health

**Values and categories**
1 Very good
2 Good
3 Fair
4 Bad
5 Or, very bad?
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question C 8**
Are you hampered in your daily activities in any way by any longstanding illness, or disability, infirmity or mental health problem?

**Instruction(s):** Post: PROMPT IN RELATION TO PRECODES

**Variable name and label:** HLTHHMP Hampered in daily activities by illness/disability/infirmity/mental problem

**Values and categories**
1 Yes a lot
2 Yes to some extent
3 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question C 9**
Do you consider yourself as belonging to any particular religion or denomination?

**Variable name and label:** RLGBLG Belonging to particular religion or denomination

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question C 10**
Which one?

**Variable name and label:** RLGDNM Religion or denomination belonging to at present

**Values and categories**
01 Roman Catholic
02 Protestant
03 Eastern Orthodox
04 Other Christian denomination
05 Jewish
06 Islamic
07 Eastern religions
08 Other non-Christian religions
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at C9

**Comment:** [Country specific codes for re-coding into standard ESS coding frame]
Question C 11
Have you ever considered yourself as belonging to any particular religion or denomination?
Variable name and label: RLBLGE Ever belonging to particular religion or denomination

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Filter: If code 2, (7) or 8 at C9

Question C 12
Which one?
Variable name and label: RLGDNME Religion or denomination belonging to in the past

Values and categories
01 Roman Catholic
02 Protestant
03 Eastern Orthodox
04 Other Christian denomination
05 Jewish
06 Islamic
07 Eastern religions
08 Other non-Christian religions
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at C11
Comment: [Country-specific codes for re-coding into standard ESS coding frame]

Question C 13
Regardless of whether you belong to a particular religion, how religious would you say you are?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK ALL. CARD 20 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: RLDGR How religious are you

Values and categories
00 Not at all religious
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Very religious
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Question C 14
Apart from special occasions such as weddings and funerals, about how often do you attend religious services nowadays?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 21
Variable name and label: RLGATND How often attend religious services apart from special occasions

Values and categories
01 Every day
02 More than once a week
03 Once a week
04 At least once a month
05 Only on special holy days
06 Less often
07 Never
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer
**Question C 15**
Apart from when you are at religious services, how often, if at all, do you pray?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 21 AGAIN Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** PRAY How often pray apart from at religious services

**Values and categories**
- 01 Every day
- 02 More than once a week
- 03 Once a week
- 04 At least once a month
- 05 Only on special holy days
- 06 Less often
- 07 Never
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Question C 16**
Would you describe yourself as being a member of a group that is discriminated against in this country?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL

**Variable name and label:** DSCRGRP Member of a group discriminated against in this country

**Values and categories**
- 1 Yes
- 2 No
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Question C 17**
On what grounds is your group discriminated against?

**Instruction(s):** Post: PROBE: 'What other grounds?' CODE ALL THAT APPLY

**Values and categories**
- 0 Not marked
- 1 Marked
- 01 Colour or race
- 02 Nationality
- 03 Religion
- 04 Language
- 05 Ethnic group
- 06 Age
- 07 Gender
- 08 Sexuality
- 09 Disability
- 10 Other
- 88 Don't know
- 89 Age
- 89 Gender
- 89 Sexuality
- 89 Disability
- 89 Other
- 88 Don't know
- 89 Refusal
- 89 Not applicable
- 89 No answer

**Variable name and label:**
- DSCRRCE Discrimination of respondent's group: colour or race
- DSCRNTN Discrimination of respondent's group: nationality
- DSCRRLG Discrimination of respondent's group: religion
- DSCRLNG Discrimination of respondent's group: language
- DSCRETN Discrimination of respondent's group: ethnic group
- DSCRGND Discrimination of respondent's group: gender
- DSCRSEX Discrimination of respondent's group: sexuality
- DSCRDSB Discrimination of respondent's group: disability
- DSCROTH Discrimination of respondent's group: other grounds
- DSCRDK Discrimination of respondent's group: don't know
- DSCRDK Discrimination of respondent's group: not applicable
- DSCRNA Discrimination of respondent's group: no answer
Question C 18
Are you a citizen of [country]?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK ALL
Variable name and label: CTZNTR Citizen of country

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 19
What citizenship do you hold?
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN
Variable name and label: CTZSHIP Citizenship

Values and categories
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 2 or 8 at C18
Comment: Coding standard ISO 3166-1 (alphanumeric), see Appendix 2 "Coding standards" in Documentation Report.

Question C 20
Were you born in [country]?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK ALL
Variable name and label: BRNCNTR Born in country

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 21
In which country were you born?
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN
Variable name and label: CNTBRTH Country of birth

Values and categories
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 2 at C20
Comment: Coding standard ISO 3166-1 (alphanumeric), see Appendix 2 "Coding standards" in Documentation Report.

Question C 22
How long ago did you first come to live in [country]?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 22 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: LIVECNTR How long ago first came to live in country

Values and categories
1 Within last year
2 1-5 years ago
3 6-10 years ago
4 11-20 years ago
5 More than 20 years ago
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Filter: If code 2 at C20
Question C 23
What language or languages do you speak most often at home?

Instruction(s): Pre: ASK ALL Post: [to be coded into ISO693-2]. WRITE IN UP TO 2 LANGUAGES

Variable name and label: LNGHOMA Language most often spoken at home: first mentioned

Values and categories
Coding standard ISO 693-2 (alphanumeric, upper case), see Appendix 2 Coding standards in Documentation Report.
Missing values:
777 Refusal
888 Don't know
999 No answer

Language 2
Variable name and label: LNGHOMB Language most often spoken at home: second mentioned

Values and categories
Coding standard ISO 693-2 (alphanumeric, upper case), see Appendix 2 Coding standards in Documentation Report.
Missing values:
000 No second language mentioned
777 Refusal
888 Don't know
999 No answer

Comment: [to be coded into pre-specified ISO 693-2 (3-character)]
Sweden: LANGHOMA and LANGHOMB have been edited by the archive. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question C 24
Do you belong to a minority ethnic group in [country]?

Variable name and label: BLGETMG Belong to minority ethnic group in country

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 25
Was your father born in [country]?

Variable name and label: FACNTR Father born in country

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question C 26
From which of these continents does your father originally come?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 23 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: FACNTN Continent of birth, father

Values and categories
01 Europe
02 Africa
03 Asia
04 North America
05 South America and the Caribbean
06 Australasia
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 2 at C25
**Question C 27**
Was your mother born in [country]?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK ALL  
*Variable name and label:* MOCNTR Mother born in country

*Values and categories*
1. Yes
2. No
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Question C 28**
From which of these continents does your mother originally come?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 23 AGAIN Post: Please use this card  
*Variable name and label:* MOCNTN Continent of birth, mother

*Values and categories*
01. Europe
02. Africa
03. Asia
04. North America
05. South America and the Caribbean
06. Australasia
66. Not applicable
77. Refusal
88. Don't know
99. No answer

*Filter:* If code 2 at C27

**Question D 1**
Thinking of people coming to live in [country] nowadays from other countries, would you say that ...

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK ALL  
*Variable name and label:* IMGETN Most immigrants to country of same race/ethnic group as majority

*Values and categories*
1. Most are of the same race or ethnic group as the majority of [country] people
2. Most are of a different race or ethnic group
3. Or, is it about half and half?
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

*Comment:* INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS D1-D48: People come to live in [country] from other countries for different reasons. Some have ancestral ties. Others come to work here, or to join their families. Others come because they're under threat. Here are some questions about this issue.

**Question D 2**
Now thinking about people coming to live in [country] nowadays from other countries within Europe, would you say that ...

*Variable name and label:* EIMGRPC Immigrants from Europe: most from rich/poor countries

*Values and categories*
1. Most come from the richer countries of Europe
2. Most come from the poorer countries of Europe
3. Or, is it about half and half?
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer
Question D 3
And what about people who come to live in [country] nowadays from countries outside Europe, would you say that ...

Variable name and label: IMGRPC Immigrants from outside Europe: from rich/poor countries

Values and categories
1 Most come from the richer countries outside Europe
2 Most come from the poorer countries outside Europe
3 Or, is it about half and half?
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Question D 4
Now, using this card, to what extent do you think [country] should allow people of the same race or ethnic group as most [country] people to come and live here?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 24

Variable name and label: IMSMETN Allow many/few immigrants of same race/ethnic group as majority

Values and categories
1 Allow many to come and live here
2 Allow some
3 Allow a few
4 Allow none
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Question D 5
How about people of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people?

Instruction(s): Pre: STILL CARD 24 Post: Still use this card

Variable name and label: IMDFETN Allow many/few immigrants of different race/ethnic group from majority

Values and categories
1 Allow many to come and live here
2 Allow some
3 Allow a few
4 Allow none
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Question D 6
Now, still using this card, to what extent do you think [country] should allow people from the richer countries in Europe to come and live here?

Instruction(s): Pre: STILL CARD 24

Variable name and label: EIMRCNT Allow many/few immigrants from richer countries in Europe

Values and categories
1 Allow many to come and live here
2 Allow some
3 Allow a few
4 Allow none
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Question D 7
And how about people from the poorer countries in Europe?

Instruction(s): Pre: STILL CARD 24 Post: Still use this card

Variable name and label: EIMPCNT Allow many/few immigrants from poorer countries in Europe

Values and categories
1 Allow many to come and live here
2 Allow some
3 Allow a few
4 Allow none
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer
**Question D 8**
To what extent do you think [country] should allow people from the richer countries outside Europe to come and live here?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 24 Post: Use the same card

**Variable name and label:** IMRCNTR Allow many/few immigrants from richer countries outside Europe

**Values and categories**
1. Allow many to come and live here
2. Allow some
3. Allow a few
4. Allow none
5. Refusal
6. Don’t know
7. No answer

**Question D 9**
How about people from the poorer countries outside Europe?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: STILL CARD 24 Post: Use the same card

**Variable name and label:** IMPCNTR Allow many/few immigrants from poorer countries outside Europe

**Values and categories**
1. Allow many to come and live here
2. Allow some
3. Allow a few
4. Allow none
5. Refusal
6. Don’t know
7. No answer

**Question D 10 -17**
Please tell me how important you think each of these things should be in deciding whether someone born, brought up and living outside [country] should be able to come and live here. Please use this card. Firstly, how important should it be for them to ...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 25 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely unimportant
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely important
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Comment:** Belgium: The variable QFIMWLT, D15 from Belgium has been omitted from the international data file, but is kept in a separate country specific file for Belgium.
France: The variable QFIMWLT, D15 from France has been omitted from the international data file.
Israel: Phrase “Christian” in D 13 altered.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

D 10 have good educational qualifications?

**Variable name and label:** QFIMEDU Qualification for immigration: good educational qualifications

D 11 have close family living here?

**Variable name and label:** QFIMFML Qualification for immigration: close family living here

D 12 be able to speak [country's official language(s)]?

**Variable name and label:** QFIMLNG Qualification for immigration: speak country's official language

D 13 come from a Christian background?

**Variable name and label:** QFIMCHR Qualification for immigration: christian background
D 14 be white?
**Variable name and label:** QFIMWHT Qualification for immigration: be white

D 15 be wealthy?
**Variable name and label:** QFIMWLT Qualification for immigration: be wealthy

D 16 have work skills that [country] needs?
**Variable name and label:** QFIMWSK Qualification for immigration: work skills needed in country

D 17 be committed to the way of life in [country]?
**Variable name and label:** QFIMCMT Qualification for immigration: committed to way of life in country

**Question D 18 -24**
Using this card, please say how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. Firstly...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 26 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** Israel: No category for Don't know in data from Israel.
Denmark: variable D24-IMACRLV is moved to country specific file for Denmark. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

D 18 Average wages and salaries are generally brought down by people coming to live and work here
**Variable name and label:** IMWGDWN Average wages/salaries generally brought down by immigrants

D 19 People who come to live and work here generally harm the economic prospects of the poor more than the rich
**Variable name and label:** IMHECOP Immigrants harm economic prospects of the poor more than the rich

D 20 People who come to live and work here help to fill jobs where there are shortages of workers
**Variable name and label:** IMFLJOB Immigrants help to fill jobs where there are shortages of workers

D 21 If people who have come to live here are unemployed for a long period, they should be made to leave
**Variable name and label:** IMUNPLV If immigrants are long term unemployed they should be made to leave

D 22 People who have come to live here should be given the same rights as everyone else
**Variable name and label:** IMSMRGT Immigrants should be given same rights as everyone else

D 23 If people who have come to live here commit a serious crime, they should be made to leave
**Variable name and label:** IMSCRLV If immigrants commit serious crime they should be made to leave

D 24 If people who have come to live here commit any crime, they should be made to leave
**Variable name and label:** IMACRLV If immigrants commit any crime they should be made to leave

**Question D 25**
Using this card, would you say that people who come to live here generally take jobs away from workers in [country], or generally help to create new jobs?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 27

**Variable name and label:** IMTCJOB Immigrants take jobs away in country or create new jobs

**Values and categories**
00 Take jobs away
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Create new jobs
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Comment: Ireland: The question was asked with the scale reversed according to the source questionnaire. The variable has been re-coded by the archive. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question D 26
Most people who come to live here work and pay taxes. They also use health and welfare services. On balance, do you think people who come here take out more than they put in or put in more than they take out?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 28 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMBLECO Taxes and services: immigrants take out more than they put in or less

Values and categories
00 Generally take out more
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Generally put in more
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Question D 27
Would you say it is generally bad or good for [country]’s economy that people come to live here from other countries?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 29 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMBGECO Immigration bad or good for country’s economy

Values and categories
00 Bad for the economy
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Good for the economy
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Question D 28
And, using this card, would you say that [country]’s cultural life is generally undermined or enriched by people coming to live here from other countries?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 30

Variable name and label: IMUECLT Country’s cultural life undermined or enriched by immigrants

Values and categories
00 Cultural life undermined
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Cultural life enriched
Question D 29
Is [country] made a worse or a better place to live by people coming to live here from other countries?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 31 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMWBCNT Immigrants make country worse or better place to live

Values and categories
00 Worse place to live
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Better place to live
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Question D 30
Are [country]'s crime problems made worse or better by people coming to live here from other countries?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 32 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMWBCRM Immigrants make country's crime problems worse or better

Values and categories
00 Crime problems made worse
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Crime problems made better
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Question D 31
When people leave their countries to come to live in [country], do you think it has a bad or good effect on those countries in the long run?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 33 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMBGHCT Immigration to country bad or good for home countries in the long run

Values and categories
00 Bad for those countries in the long run
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Good for those countries in the long run
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer
**Question D 32 -33**
Using this card, please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. Firstly...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 34 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

**Comment:** No category for Don’t know in data from Israel. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

D 32 All countries benefit if people can move to countries where their skills are most needed

**Variable name and label:** CTBFSMV All countries benefit if people can move where their skills needed

D 33 Richer countries have a responsibility to accept people from poorer countries

**Variable name and label:** IMRSPRC Richer countries responsible to accept people from poorer countries

**Question D 34 -35**
Now thinking again of people who have come to live in [country] from another country who are of the same race or ethnic group as most [country] people, how much would you mind or not mind if someone like this...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 35 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
00 Not mind at all
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Mind a lot
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

D 34 was appointed as your boss? Please use this card for your answer.

**Variable name and label:** IMSETBS Immigrant same race/ethnic group majority: your boss

D 35 married a close relative of yours? Please use this card again

**Variable name and label:** IMSETMR Immigrant same race/ethnic group majority: married close relative

**Question D 36 -37**
And now thinking again of people who have come to live in [country] from another country who are of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people. How much would you mind or not mind if someone like this...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 35 AGAIN Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
00 Not mind at all
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Mind a lot
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

D 36 was appointed as your boss? Please use the same card
**Variable name and label:** IMDETBS Immigrant different race/ethnic group majority: your boss

D 37 married a close relative of yours? Still use this card

**Variable name and label:** IMDETMR Immigrant different race/ethnic group majority: married close relative

**Comment:** Austria: Translation error. Data have been omitted from the integrated data file. For further details, please see item 46 in the Country reports in the ESS1-2002 Documentation Report.

**Question D 38**
Suppose you were choosing where to live. Which of the three types of area on this card would you ideally wish to live in?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 36

**Variable name and label:** IDETALV People of minority race/ethnic group in ideal living area

**Values and categories**
1. An area where almost nobody was of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people
2. Some people were of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people
3. Many people were of a different race or ethnic group
4. It would make no difference
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question D 39**
And now using this card, how would you describe the area where you currently live?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 37

**Variable name and label:** ACETALV People of minority race/ethnic group in current living area

**Values and categories**
1. An area where almost nobody is of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people
2. Some people are of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] people
3. Many people are of a different race or ethnic group
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question D 40 -44**
Using this card, please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of these statements. Firstly ...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 38 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** No category for Don't know in data from Israel. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

D 40 It is better for a country if almost everyone shares the same customs and traditions

**Variable name and label:** PPLSTRD Better for a country if almost everyone share customs and traditions

D 41 It is better for a country if there are a variety of different religions

**Variable name and label:** VRTRLG Better for a country if a variety of different religions

D 42 It is better for a country if almost everyone is able to speak at least one common language

**Variable name and label:** COMNLNG Better for a country if almost everyone speak one common language

D 43 Communities of people who have come to live here should be allowed to educate their children in their own separate schools if they wish

**Variable name and label:** ALWSPSC Immigrant communities should be allowed separate schools

D 44 If a country wants to reduce tensions it should stop immigration

**Variable name and label:** STIMRDT If a country wants to reduce tension it should stop immigration
**Question D 45 -46**
How good or bad are each of these things for a country? Please use this card. Firstly...

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 39 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely bad
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely good
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

D 45 A law against racial or ethnic discrimination in the workplace. Please use this card for your answer

**Variable name and label:** LWDSCWP Law against ethnic discrimination in workplace good/bad for a country

D 46 A law against promoting racial or ethnic hatred

**Variable name and label:** LWPETH Law against promoting racial or ethnic hatred good/bad for a country

**Question D 47**
Do you have any friends who have come to live in [country] from another country?

*Instruction(s):* Post: PROMPT IN RELATION TO PRECODES

**Variable name and label:** IMGFRND Any immigrant friends

**Values and categories**
1 Yes, several
2 Yes, a few
3 No, none at all
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question D 48**
Do you have any colleagues at work who have come to live in [country] from another country?

*Instruction(s):* Post: PROMPT IN RELATION TO PRECODES

**Variable name and label:** IMGCLG Any immigrant colleagues

**Values and categories**
1 Yes, several
2 Yes, a few
3 No, none at all
4 (Not currently working)
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question D 49 -55**
Using this card, please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. Firstly ...

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 40 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS D49-D55: Some people come to this country and apply for refugee status on the grounds that they fear persecution in their own country

Deviations: No category for Don’t know in data from Israel. For further details please see item 46 in the...
D 49 [country] has more than its fair share of people applying for refugee status  
**Variable name and label**: SHRRFG Country has more than its fair share of people applying refugee status

D 50 While their applications for refugee status are being considered, people should be allowed to work in [country]  
**Variable name and label**: RFGAWRK People applying refugee status allowed to work while cases considered

D 51 The government should be generous in judging people's applications for refugee status  
**Variable name and label**: GVRFGAP Government should be generous judging applications for refugee status

D 52 Most applicants for refugee status aren't in real fear of persecution in their own countries  
**Variable name and label**: RFGFRPC Most refugee applicants not in real fear of persecution own countries

D 53 While their cases are being considered, applicants should be kept in detention centres  
**Variable name and label**: RFGDTCN Refugee applicants kept in detention centres while cases considered

D 54 While their cases are being considered, the [country] government should give financial support to applicants  
**Variable name and label**: RFGGVFN Financial support to refugee applicants while cases considered

D 55 Refugees whose applications are granted should be entitled to bring in their close family members  
**Variable name and label**: RFGBFML Granted refugees should be entitled to bring close family members

**Question D 56**  
Out of every 100 people living in [country], how many do you think were born outside [country]?

**Instruction(s)**: Post: WRITE IN .. out of 100  
**Variable name and label**: NOIMBRO Of every 100 people in country how many born outside country

**Values and categories**  
777 Refusal  
888 Don't know  
999 No answer

**Question D 57**  
Compared to other European countries of about the same size as [country], do you think that more or fewer people come and live here from other countries?

**Instruction(s)**: Pre: CARD 41 Post: Please use this card  
**Variable name and label**: CPIMPOP Country’s number of immigrants compared to European countries same size

**Values and categories**  
1 Far more people come to live in [country]  
2 More people come to live in [country]  
3 About the same number of people come to live in [country]  
4 Fewer people come to live in [country]  
5 Far fewer people come to live in [country]  
7 Refusal  
8 Don't know  
9 No answer

**Question D 58**  
How do you think the number of people leaving [country] nowadays compares to the number coming to live in [country]?

**Instruction(s)**: Pre: CARD 42 Post: Please use this card  
**Variable name and label**: BLNCMIG Number of people leaving country compared to coming in

**Values and categories**  
1 Many more people leaving  
2 More people leaving  
3 About the same arriving and leaving  
4 More people arriving  
5 Many more people arriving  
7 Refusal  
8 Don't know  
9 No answer
Question E 1-12 a
For each of the voluntary organisations I will now mention, please use this card to tell me whether any of these things apply to you now or in the last 12 months, and, if so, which. ...

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 43 Post: READ OUT EACH ORGANISATION IN TURN. PROBE:'Which others?' CODE ALL THAT APPLY FOR EACH ORGANISATION

Values and categories
0 Not marked
1 Marked

Comment: INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS E1-E12: The next few questions are about the organisations some people take part in. Data from the Czech Republic and Switzerland have been omitted from the international data file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

E 1a  Firstly, a sports club or club for out-door activities?
0 None
Variable name and label: SPTCNN Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: SPTCMMB Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: SPTCPTP Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: SPTCDM Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: SPTCVW Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: SPTCREF Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: SPTCNA Sports/outdoor activity club, last 12 months: no answer

E 2a  an organisation for cultural or hobby activities?
0 None
Variable name and label: CLTONN Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: CLTOMMB Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: CLTOPTP Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: CLTODM Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: CLTOVW Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: CLTOREF Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: CLTONA Cultural/hobby activity organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 3a  a trade union?
0 None
Variable name and label: TRUNN Trade union, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: TRUMMB Trade union, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: TRUPTP Trade union, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: TRUDM Trade union, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: TRUVW Trade union, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: TRUREF Trade union, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: TRUNA Trade union, last 12 months: no answer

E 4a  a business, professional, or farmers' organisation?
0 None
Variable name and label: PRFONN Business/profession/farmers organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: PRFOMMB Business/profession/farmers organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: PRFOPTP Business/profession/farmers organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: PRFODM Business/profession/farmer organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: PRFOVW Business/profession/farmers organisation last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: PRFOREF Business/profession/farmers organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: PRFONA Business/profession/farmers organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 5a  a consumer or automobile organisation?
0 None
Variable name and label: CNSONN Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: CNSOMMB Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: CNSOPTP Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: CNSODM Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: CNSOVW Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: CNSOREF Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: CNSONA Consumer/automobile organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 6a  an organisation for humanitarian aid, human rights, minorities, or immigrants?
0 None
Variable name and label: HMNONN Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: HNMOMMB Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: HNOOPTP Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: HNODM Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: HNOVW Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: HNOREF Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: HNONA Humanitarian organisation etc., last 12 months: no answer

E 7a  an organisation for environmental protection, peace or animal rights?
0 None
Variable name and label: EPAONN Environmental/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: EPAOMMB Environmental/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: EPAOPTP Environmental/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: EPAODM Environmental/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: EPAOVW Environment/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: EPAOREF Environmental/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: EPAONA Environment/peace/animal organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 8a  a religious or church organisation?
0 None
Variable name and label: RLGONN Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: RLGOMMB Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: RLGOPTP Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: RLGODM Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: RLGOVW Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: RLGOREF Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: RLGONA Religious/church organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 9a  a political party?
0 None
Variable name and label: PRTYNN Political party, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: PRTYMMB Political party, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: PRTYPTP Political party, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: PRTYDM Political party, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: PRTYVW Political party, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: PRTYREF Political party, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: PRTYNA Political party, last 12 months: no answer

E 10a  an organisation for science, education, or teachers and parents?
0 None
Variable name and label: SETONN Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: SETOMMB Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: SETOPTP Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: SETODM Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: SETOVW Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: SETOREF Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: SETONA Science/education/teacher organisation, last 12 months: no answer

E 11a  a social club, club for the young, the retired/elderly, women, or friendly societies?
0 None
Variable name and label: SCLCN Social club etc., last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: SCLCMMB Social club etc., last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: SCLCPTP Social club etc., last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: SCLCDM Social club etc., last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: SCLCVW Social club etc., last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: SCLCREF Social club etc., last 12 months: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: SCLCNA Social club etc., last 12 months: no answer

E 12a  any other voluntary organisation such as  the ones I've just mentioned?
0 None
Variable name and label: OTHVNN Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: none apply
1 Member
Variable name and label: OTHVMMB Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: member
2 Participated
Variable name and label: OTHVPTP Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: participated
3 Donated money
Variable name and label: OTHVDM Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: donated money
4 Voluntary work
Variable name and label: OTHVVW Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: voluntary work
Refusal
Variable name and label: OTHVREF Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: refusal
No answer
**Variable name and label:** OTHVNA Other voluntary organisation, last 12 months: no answer

**Question E 1-12 b**
Do you have personal friends within this organisation?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK b) FOR EACH ORGANISATION CODED 1 TO 4 AT a). IF ALL CODED '0', GO TO E13

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Comment:** INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS E1-E12: The next few questions are about the organisations some people take part in. No category for Don't know in data from Israel. Data from the Czech Republic and Switzerland have been omitted from the international data file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

E 1b Firstly, a sports club or club for out-door activities?

**Variable name and label:** SPTCFRD Personal friends in sports/outdoor activity club

E 2b an organisation for cultural or hobby activities?

**Variable name and label:** CLTOFRD Personal friends in cultural/hobby activity organisation

E 3b a trade union?

**Variable name and label:** TRUFRD Personal friends in trade union

E 4b a business, professional, or farmers' organisation?

**Variable name and label:** PRFOFRD Personal friends in business/profession/farmers organisation

E 5b a consumer or automobile organisation?

**Variable name and label:** CNSOFRD Personal friends in consumer/automobile organisation

E 6b an organisation for humanitarian aid, human rights, minorities, or immigrants?

**Variable name and label:** HMNOFRD Personal friends in humanitarian organisation etc

E 7b an organisation for environmental protection, peace or animal rights?

**Variable name and label:** EPAOFRD Personal friends in environmental/peace/animal organisation

E 8b a religious or church organisation?

**Variable name and label:** RLGOFRD Personal friends in religious/church organisation

E 9b a political party?

**Variable name and label:** PRTYFRD Personal friends in political party

E 10b an organisation for science, education, or teachers and parents?

**Variable name and label:** SETOFRD Personal friends in science/education/teacher organisation

E 11b a social club, club for the young, the retired/elderly, women, or friendly societies?

**Variable name and label:** SCLCFRD Personal friends in social club etc.

E 12b any other voluntary organisation such as the ones I've just mentioned?

**Variable name and label:** OTHVFRD Personal friends in other voluntary organisation

**Question E 13 -19**
Looking at this card, how important is each of these things in your life. Firstly ...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 44 Post: READ OUT

**Values and categories**
00 Extremely unimportant
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely important
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

E 13 family?
Variable name and label: IMPFML Important in life: family

E 14 friends?
Variable name and label: IMPFRDS Important in life: friends

E 15 leisure time?
Variable name and label: IMPLSRT Important in life: leisure time

E 16 politics?
Variable name and label: IMPPOL Important in life: politics

E 17 work?
Variable name and label: IMPWRK Important in life: work

E 18 religion?
Variable name and label: IMPRLG Important in life: religion

E 19 voluntary organisations?
Variable name and label: IMPVO Important in life: voluntary organisations

**Question E 20**
Not counting anything you do for your family, in your work, or within voluntary organisations, how often, if at all, do you actively provide help for other people?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 45
Variable name and label: HLPPPL Help others not counting work/voluntary organisations, how often

Values and categories
01 Every day
02 Several times a week
03 Once a week
04 Several times a month
05 Once a month
06 Less often
07 Never
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question E 21**
Still using this card, how often would you say you discuss politics and current affairs?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 45 AGAIN Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: DISCPOL Discuss politics/current affairs, how often

Values and categories
01 Every day
02 Several times a week
03 Once a week
04 Several times a month
05 Once a month
06 Less often
07 Never
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Question E 22 -27**
To be a good citizen, how important would you say it is for a person to...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 46 Post: READ OUT

Values and categories
00 Extremely unimportant
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely important
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

E 22 support people who are worse off than themselves?
Variable name and label: IMPSPPL To be a good citizen: how important to support people worse off

E 23 vote in elections?
Variable name and label: IMPVOTE To be a good citizen: how important to vote in elections

E 24 always obey laws and regulations?
Variable name and label: IMPOBLW To be a good citizen: how important to always obey laws/regulations

E 25 form their own opinion, independently of others?
Variable name and label: IMPOPIN To be a good citizen: how important to form independent opinion

E 26 be active in voluntary organisations?
Variable name and label: IMPAVO Good citizen: how important to be active in voluntary organisations

E 27 be active in politics?
Variable name and label: IMPAPOL To be a good citizen: how important to be active in politics

Question E 28
How long have you lived in this area?
Instruction(s): Post: ENTER TO NEAREST YEAR
Variable name and label: YRLVDAE How long lived in this area

Values and categories
777 Refusal
888 Don't know
999 No answer

Question E 29
Can I just check, are you currently ...?
Instruction(s): Post: READ OUT
Variable name and label: EMPL Employment status

Values and categories
1 Employed
2 Self-employed
3 Or, not in paid work?
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Comment: INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS E 29-43: The next set of questions is about working life.

Question E 30 -34
I am going to read out a list of things about your working life. Using this card, please say how much the management at your work allows you
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 47 Post: READ OUT

Values and categories
00 I have no influence
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
E 30 to be flexible in your working hours?

Variable name and label: WRKFLEX Allowed to be flexible in working hours

E 31 to decide how your own daily work is organised?

Variable name and label: WKDCORG Allowed to decide how daily work is organised

E 32 to influence your environment?

Variable name and label: WKENVIN Allowed to influence job environment

E 33 to influence decisions about the general direction of your work?

Variable name and label: WKDCSIN Allowed to influence decisions about work direction

E 34 to change your work tasks if you wish to?

Variable name and label: WKCHTSK Allowed to change work tasks

Question E 35 -36

Now using this card, how difficult or easy would it be for you ...

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 48 Post: READ OUT

Values and categories

00 Extremely difficult
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely easy
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

E 35 to get a similar or better job with another employer if you wanted to?

Variable name and label: SMBTJOB Get a similar or better job with another employer

E 36 to start your own business if you wanted to?

Variable name and label: STRTBSN Start own business

Question E 37

Can I just check, is there a trade union or similar organisation at your work place?

Variable name and label: TRUWRKP Trade union at workplace

Values and categories

1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question E 38 -39

How difficult or easy is it ...

Instruction(s): Pre: STILL CARD 48 Post: READ OUT

ESS1- Appendix A3, edition 6.5
Values and categories
00 Extremely difficult
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely easy
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

E 38 to have a say in the actions taken by the trade union?
**Variable name and label:** TRUSAY Difficult or easy to have a say in actions taken by trade union

E 39 for the trade union to influence conditions at your place of work?
**Variable name and label:** TRUIWK Difficult or easy for trade union influence conditions at workplace

**Question E 40**
During the last 12 months, how satisfied or dissatisfied have you generally been with the way things have been handled in your work or workplace?
**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 49 Post: Please use this card
**Variable name and label:** STFHWKP Satisfaction with the way things handled at workplace last 12 months

Values and categories
00 Extremely dissatisfied
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Extremely satisfied
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

**Question E 41**
During the last 12 months, have you made any attempt to improve conditions at work, or to prevent them from getting worse?
**Variable name and label:** IMPRWK Attempted to improve work conditions last 12 months

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

**Comment:** Germany: Incorrect use of filter in E37 (TRUWRKP). For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question E 42**
Did any improvements result?
**Variable name and label:** IMPRWCR Did any improvement of work conditions result from the attempt

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
3 Still uncertain
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Comment: Germany: Incorrect use of filter in E37 (TRUWRKP). For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question E 43
Regardless of the outcome, how fairly or unfairly were you treated in your attempt to improve things at work?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 50 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: IMPRWCT Fairly or unfairly treated in attempt to improve things at work

Values and categories
00 Treated very unfairly
01 1
02 2
03 3
04 4
05 5
06 6
07 7
08 8
09 9
10 Treated very fairly
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: Germany: Incorrect use of filter in E37 (TRUWRKP).
France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 1
Including yourself, how many people - including children - live here regularly as members of this household?

Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN NUMBER

Variable name and label: HHMMB Number of people living regularly as member of household

Values and categories
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONS F1-65: And finally, I would like to ask you a few details about yourself and others in your household.

Question F 2 (respondent)
CODE SEX, respondent

Variable name and label: GNDR Gender

Values and categories
1 Male
2 Female
9 No answer

Comment: INTRODUCTION TO GRID, F2-F4: IN GRID, COLLECT DETAILS OF RESPONDENT (F2/F3 ONLY), THEN OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS (F2 to F4), IN DESCENDING ORDER OF AGE. FOR EASE, IT MAY BE USEFUL TO ADD THE NAMES OR INITIALS OF EACH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER WHERE INDICATED

Question F 2 (other persons in household)

Values and categories
1 Male
2 Female
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
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CODE SEX (2. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR2 Gender of second person in household

CODE SEX (3. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR3 Gender of third person in household

CODE SEX (4. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR4 Gender of fourth person in household

CODE SEX (5. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR5 Gender of fifth person in household

CODE SEX (6. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR6 Gender of sixth person in household

CODE SEX (7. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR7 Gender of seventh person in household

CODE SEX (8. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR8 Gender of eighth person in household

CODE SEX (9. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR9 Gender of ninth person in household

CODE SEX (10. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR10 Gender of tenth person in household

CODE SEX (11. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR11 Gender of eleventh person in household

CODE SEX (12. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR12 Gender of twelfth person in household

CODE SEX (13. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR13 Gender of thirteenth person in household

CODE SEX (14. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR14 Gender of fourteenth person in household

CODE SEX (15. person in household)  
**Variable name and label:** GNDR15 Gender of fifteenth person in household

**Question F 3 (respondent)**  
And in what year were you born?  
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN Year of birth

**Values and categories**  
7777 Refusal  
8888 Don't know  
9999 No answer

**Question F 3 1b**  
Age of respondent, calculated  
**Variable name and label:** AGEA Age of respondent, calculated

**Values and categories**  
9999 Not available

**Comment:** Calculation based on year of birth and year of interview.  
Deviations:  
Italy, Spain, Switzerland: A few respondents are younger than the lower age cut-off. For further details please see item 46 in Country Reports in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 3 (other persons in household)**

**Values and categories**  
6666 Not applicable  
7777 Refusal
8888 Don't know
9999 No answer

And in what year was he/she born? (2. person in household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN2 Year of birth of second person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (3. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN3 Year of birth of third person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (4. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN4 Year of birth of fourth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (5. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN5 Year of birth of fifth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (6. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN6 Year of birth of sixth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (7. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN7 Year of birth of seventh person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (8. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN8 Year of birth of eighth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (9. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN9 Year of birth of ninth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (10. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN10 Year of birth of tenth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (11. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN11 Year of birth of eleventh person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (12. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN12 Year of birth of twelfth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (13. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN13 Year of birth of thirteenth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (14. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN14 Year of birth of fourteenth person in household

And in what year was he/she born? (15. person in the household)
**Variable name and label:** YRBRN15 Year of birth of fifteenth person in household

Question F 4
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 51

**Values and categories**
1 Husband/wife/partner
2 Son/daughter/(inc. step, adopted, foster, child of partner)
3 Parent, parent-in-law, partner's parent, step parent
4 Other relative
5 Other non-relative
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (2. person in household)
**Variable name and label:** RSHIP2 Second person in household:Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (3. person in household)
**Variable name and label:** RSHIP3 Third person in household:Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (4. person in household)
**Variable name and label:** RSHIP4 Fourth person in household:Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (5. person in household)
**Variable name and label:** RSHIP5 Fifth person in household:Relationship to respondent
Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (6. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP6 Sixth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (7. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP7 Seventh person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (8. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP8 Eighth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (9. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP9 Ninth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (10. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP10 Tenth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (11. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP11 Eleventh person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (12. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP12 Twelfth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (13. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP13 Thirteenth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (14. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP14 Fourteenth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Looking at this card, what relationship is he/she to you? (15. person in household)

Variable name and label: RSHIP15 Fifteenth person in household: Relationship to respondent

Question F 5
Which phrase on this card best describes the area where you live?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 52

Variable name and label: DOMICIL Domicile, respondent's description

Values and categories
1 A big city
2 The suburbs or outskirts of a big city
3 A town or a small city
4 A country village
5 A farm or home in the countryside
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Question F 6
What is the highest level of education you have achieved?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53
Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: EDULVLA Highest level of education

Values and categories
0 Not possible to harmonise into 5-level ISCED
1 Less than lower secondary education (ISCED 0-1)
2 Lower secondary education completed (ISCED 2)
3 Upper secondary education completed (ISCED 3)
4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education completed (ISCED 4)
5 Tertiary education completed (ISCED 5-6)
55 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: Coding frame based on ISCED-97. Harmonised variable based on country-specific questionnaire item(s). deviations:
Ireland, Czech Republic: Category 5 also contains respondents from ISCED-97 category 4.
United Kingdom: Bridging into category 2 intentionally diverts from official ISCED mapping to improve comparability.

Question F 6
What is the highest level of education you have achieved?
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53
Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: EISCED Highest level of education, ES - ISCED

Values and categories
0 Not possible to harmonise into ES-ISCED
1 ES-ISCED I, less than lower secondary
2 ES-ISCED II, lower secondary
3 ES-ISCED IIIb, lower tier upper secondary
4 ES-ISCED IIIa, upper tier upper secondary
5 ES-ISCED IV, advanced vocational, sub-degree
6 ES-ISCED V1, lower tertiary education, BA level
7 ES-ISCED V2, higher tertiary education, >= MA level
55 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: European Survey version of ISCED. Harmonised variable bridged from country specific questionnaire item(s).

Question F 6 BE
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Belgium)

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: EDLVBE Highest level of education, Belgium

Values and categories
01 Niet voltooid lager onderwijs
02 Lager onderwijs
03 Lager beroepsonderwijs
04 Lager algemeen secundair onderwijs
05 Hoger secundair onderwijs
06 Hoger secundair technisch, zevend beroepsopleiding
07 Hoger algemeen secundair
08 Hoger onderwijs korte type
09 Hoger onderwijs van het lange type
10 Universiteit
11 Doctoraal en postdoctoraal
12 Andere
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

Question F 6 CH
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Switzerland)

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: EDLVCH Highest level of education, Switzerland

Values and categories
01 Incomplete compulsory school
02 Compulsory school
03 Elementary vocational training (enterprise + school)
04 Secondary school (Maturity)
05 Graduation diploma school (Maturity professional)
06 1 year: school of commerce/domestic science school
07 Apprenticeship
08 2 to 3 years: general training school
09 2 to 3 years: full time vocational school
10 Vocational higher education (with special degree)
11 Technical or vocational school (2 yrs full/ 3 yrs part time)
12 Technical or vocational high school (specialized)
13 University (3years, short bachelor's degree)
14 University (4years and more, bachelor's degree)
15 University (masters, post-grade)
16 Other education
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

Question F 6 CZ
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Czech Republic)

**Variable name and label:** EDLVČZ Highest level of education, Czech Republic

**Values and categories**
00 Uncompleted primary
01 Primary
02 Vocational, no upper diploma
03 Secondary, no upper diploma
04 Vocational, diploma
05 Secondary technical, diploma
06 Secondary academic, diploma
07 Higher
08 Tertiary, Bc.
09 Tertiary, M.A.
10 Post-graduate
11 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---

What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Denmark)

**Variable name and label:** EDLVĐK Highest level of education, Denmark

**Values and categories**
00 No school education, no vocational education
01 1.-6. class in school, no vocational education
02 7.-10. class in school, no vocational education
03 Upper secondary school, no vocational education
04 Vocational education and training, apprenticeship training a
05 Work leader education for vocational educated
06 Further education of 2-3 years after upper secondary school
07 Further education of around 4 years after upper secondary sc
08 Bachelors or masters degree from university
09 Further university education i.e. ph.d.
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---

What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Spain)

**Variable name and label:** EDLVES Highest level of education, Spain

**Values and categories**
00 No studies/illiterate
01 Not completed primary education
02 Primary education
03 Degree of primary education
04 Vocational education, first cycle
05 Secondary education
06 Vocational education, second cycle
07 2 or 3 years higher education (not leading to a university degree)
08 Polytechnical studies, short cycle: technical architect or technical engineer, 3 yrs university degree)
09 Other short cycle university degree (3 years)
10 Polytechnical studies, long cycle: architect, engineer (5 years university degree)
11 Other long cycle university degree (5 years or more)
12 Postgraduate degree
13 Doctoral degree
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---
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**Question F 6 FR**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (France)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVFR Highest level of education, France

**Values and categories**
- 01 Sans diplôme
- 02 Non diplômés jusqu’à la fin 3ème, 2nde, 1ère filière général
- 03 Non diplômés du CAP BEP filière professionnelle
- 04 Certificat d’études primaires
- 05 CAP, examen de fin d’apprentissage artisanal
- 06 BEP, BP, BEA, BEC, BEI, BEI
- 07 Brevet élémentaire, brevet d’étude du premier cycle, brevet
- 08 Baccalauréat général, brevet supérieur
- 09 Brevet de technicien, baccalauréat de technicien, baccalauréat pro
- 10 Diplôme universitaire du premier cycle (DEUG), diplôme universitaire de technologie
- 11 Diplôme universitaire des deuxième et troisième cycles, Doctorat
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---

**Question F 6 GB**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (United Kingdom)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVGB Highest level of education, United Kingdom

**Values and categories**
- 00 No qualifications
- 01 GCSE/O-level/CSE/NVQ1/NVQ2 or equiv
- 02 A-level/NVQ3 or equiv
- 03 NVQ4/NVQ5 or equiv
- 04 Degree/HNC/teacher training/nursing or equiv
- 05 PhD/DPhil or equiv
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---

**Question F 6 GR**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Greece)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVGR Highest level of education, Greece

**Values and categories**
- 01 Illiterate/not completed primary
- 02 Primary
- 03 Partial secondary
- 04 Full secondary
- 05 Post secondary/polytechnic
- 06 University degree
- 07 Post graduate degree
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don’t know
- 99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

---

**Question F 6 HU**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Hungary)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVHU Highest level of education, Hungary

**Values and categories**
- 01 Never attented school
- 02 1-4 form in primary school

---
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Question F 6 IE
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Ireland)
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: EDLVIE Highest level of education, Ireland

Values and categories
01 None/primary not completed
02 Primary or equivalent
03 Intermediate/junior/group cert or equiv
04 Leaving cert or equivalent
05 Diploma/certificate
06 Primary degree
07 Postgraduate/higher degree
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

Question F 6 IL
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Israel)
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: EDLVIL Highest level of education, Israel

Values and categories
00 No formal qualification
01 Lowest formal qualification
02 Not finish vocational high school
03 Full voc hs without matriculation certificate
04 Full voc hs with matriculation certificate
05 Not finish general high school
06 Full general hs without matriculation certificate
07 Full general hs with matriculation certificate
08 Yeshiva hs without full matriculation certificate
09 Yeshiva hs with full matriculation certificate
10 Post secondary
11 Not finish University degree
12 University Ba degree completed
13 University Ma /Phd degree completed
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

Question F 6 IT
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Italy)
Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card
Variable name and label: EDLVIT Highest level of education, Italy

Values and categories
01 Senza titolo
02 Licenza elementare
03 Licenza media / avviamento professionale
04 Diploma scuola media superiore
05 Diploma universitario
06 Laurea
07 Specializzazione post-laurea
08 Altro
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

**Question F 6 LU**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Luxembourg)
**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card
**Variable name and label:** EDLVLU Highest level of education, Luxembourg

**Values and categories**
00 No qualification
01 Primary school
02 Upper primary school
03 Complementary school
04 Lower technical secondary school
05 Craftsman diploma
06 Skilled craftsman
07 First professional diploma
08 Second professional diploma
09 First technical high school diploma
10 Second technical high school
11 General lower secondary school
12 Secondary diploma
13 Master craftsman diploma
14 High school + 2 years university
15 High school + 3 years university
16 High school + 4 years university
17 High school + 5 years university without obt. dipl.
18 Doctorate, PhD
19 Others
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

**Question F 6 NL**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Netherlands)
**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card
**Variable name and label:** EDLVNL Highest level of education, Netherlands

**Values and categories**
01 Not completed primary school
02 Primary school or first stage of basic education
03 Lower secondary school, technical training (lbo)
04 Lower secondary school, theoretical training (mulo,mavo)
05 Short upper secondary professional education (kmbo, vhbo)
06 Upper secondary professional education (mbo)
07 Post secondary, non-tertiary education (mbo plus)
08 Higher secondary school (mms, havo)
09 Pre-scientific secondary school (hbs, vwo)
10 Tertiary professional education (hbo)
11 Tertiary scientific education, university
12 Tertiary post-scientific education (teachers, doctors)
13 Second stage of tertiary education, Ph.D. education
14 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]
**Question F 6 NO**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Norway)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVNO Highest level of education, Norway

**Values and categories**
00 No education
01 Primary education (1st. - 7th. class level)
02 Lower secondary education
03 Upper secondary, basic (11th. - 12th. class level)
04 Upper secondary, final year (13th. class level+)
05 Post-secondary non-tertiary education (14th. class level+)
06 Tertiary education, short (higher education 4 years or shorter)
07 Tertiary education, long (higher education more than 4 years)
08 Doctoral Degree
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

**Question F 6 PL**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Poland)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVPL Highest level of education, Poland

**Values and categories**
01 Not completed primary education
02 Primary completed
03 Lower secondary
04 Basic vocational
05 Secondary not completed
06 Secondary comprehensive
07 Secondary vocational
08 Post secondary
09 First stage of tertiary
10 Tertiary not completed
11 Tertiary completed
12 Other, not classified
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

**Question F 6 PT**
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Portugal)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDLVPT Highest level of education, Portugal

**Values and categories**
01 Nenhum
02 1 ciclo
03 2 ciclo
04 3 ciclo
05 Secundario
06 Superior Politecnico
07 Superior Universitario
08 Mestrado/Doutoramento
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Comment:** [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]
Question F 6 SE
What is the highest level of education you have achieved? (Sweden)

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 53 Post: Please use this card

Variable name and label: EDLVSE Highest level of education, Sweden

Values and categories
01 Not finished elementary school
02 Elementary school, old
03 Elementary school
04 Lower secondary and elementary school, old
05 Vocational school 1963-1970
06 2 year high school
07 3-4 year high school prior 1995
08 Vocational high school after 1992
09 Theoretical high school after 1992
10 University, no exam
11 University, exam less than 3 years
12 University, exam more than 3 years
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [Country-specific question and codes for coding into ESS coding frame]

Question F 7
How many years of full-time education have you completed?

Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN

Variable name and label: EDUYRS Years of full-time education completed

Values and categories
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Comment: [To be reported in full-time equivalents, including compulsory/mandatory years of schooling]

Question F 8 a
Using this card, which of these descriptions applies to what you have been doing for the last 7 days?

Instruction(s): Pre: CARD 54 Post: PROMPT Which others? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Values and categories
0 Not marked
1 Marked

Comment: France: The French data have been re-coded. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

01 In paid work (or away temporarily) (employee, self-employed, working for your family business)
Variable name and label: PDWRK Doing last 7 days: paid work
02 In education (not paid for by employer) even if on vacation
Variable name and label: EDCTN Doing last 7 days: education
03 Unemployed and actively looking for a job
Variable name and label: UEMPLA Doing last 7 days: unemployed, actively looking for job
04 Unemployed, wanting a job but not actively looking for a job
Variable name and label: UEMPLI Doing last 7 days: unemployed, not actively looking for job
05 Permanently sick or disabled
Variable name and label: DSBLD Doing last 7 days: permanently sick or disabled
06 Retired
Variable name and label: RTRD Doing last 7 days: retired
07 In community or military service
Variable name and label: CMSRV Doing last 7 days: community or military service
08 Doing housework, looking after children or other persons
Variable name and label: HSWRK Doing last 7 days: housework, looking after children, others
09 (other)
Variable name and label: DNGOTH Doing last 7 days: other
88 Don't know
Variable name and label: DNGDK Doing last 7 days: don't know
Refusal
Variable name and label: DNGREF Doing last 7 days: refusal
No answer
Variable name and label: DNGNA Doing last 7 days: no answer
**Question F 8 b**
And which of these descriptions best describes your situation (in the last seven days)?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 54 AGAIN

**Variable name and label:** MAINACT Main activity of more than one activity, last 7 days

**Values and categories**
01 In paid work (or away temporarily) (employee, self-employed, working for your family business)
02 In education (not paid for by employer), even if on vacation
03 Unemployed and actively looking for a job
04 Unemployed, wanting a job but not actively looking for a job
05 Permanently sick or disabled
06 Retired
07 In community or military service
08 Doing housework, looking after children or other persons
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If more than one coded at F8a

**Comment:** Denmark: Filter not used. All respondents were asked F8b. France: The French data have been re-coded. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

---

**Question F 8 c**

**POST CODE: MAIN ACTIVITY**

**Variable name and label:** MNACTIC Main activity, last 7 days. All respondents. Post coded

**Values and categories**
01 In paid work (or away temporarily) (employee, self-employed, working for your family business)
02 In education (not paid for by employer), even if on vacation
03 Unemployed and actively looking for a job
04 Unemployed, wanting a job but not actively looking for a job
05 Permanently sick or disabled
06 Retired
07 In community or military service
08 Doing housework, looking after children or other persons
09 Other
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

---

**Question F 9**
Can I just check, did you do any paid work (of an hour or more) in the last seven days?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF NOT IN PAID WORK AT F8a. THOSE IN PAID WORK (CODE 1), GO TO F12.

**Variable name and label:** CRPDWK Control paid work last 7 days

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 02-09,(77) or 88 at F8a
**Question F 10**

Have you ever had a paid job?

**Variable name and label:** PDJOBEV Ever had a paid job

**Values and categories**
1. Yes
2. No
6. Not applicable
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Filter:** If code 2,(7) or 8 at F9

**Question F 11**

In what year were you last in a paid job?

**Instruction(s):** Post: WRITE IN YEAR

**Variable name and label:** PDJOBYR Year last in paid job

**Values and categories**
6666. Not applicable
7777. Refusal
8888. Don't know
9999. No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F10

**Question F 12**

In your main job are/were you...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: INTERVIEWER: If Respondent currently in work (at F8a or F9), ask F12 to F24 about current job; if not in paid work but had a job in the past (1 at F10), ask F12 to F24 about last job. Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:**EMPLREL Employment relation

**Values and categories**
1. An employee
2. Self-employed
3. Working for your own family's business
6. Not applicable
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Filter:** If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10

**Comment:** France: The French data have been omitted from the international data file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 13**

How many employees (if any) do/did you have?

**Instruction(s):** Post: WRITE IN number of employees

**Variable name and label:**EMPLNO Number of employees respondent has

**Values and categories**
66666. Not applicable
77777. Refusal
88888. Don't know
99999. No answer

**Filter:** If code 2 at F12
**Question F 14**
Do/did you have a work contract of ...

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF EMPLOYEE OR FAMILY BUSINESS OR DON'T KNOW (CODES 1,3,8 AT F12) Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:** WRKCTR Employment contract unlimited or limited duration

**Values and categories**
- 1 Unlimited duration
- 2 Or, limited duration
- 6 Not applicable
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1, 3, (7) or 8 at F12

**Comment:** Czech Republic: Error in question formulation.
France: Data from France have been omitted from the international data file.
Hungary: The data from Hungary have been omitted from the variable, but kept in the country specific variable WRKCTRHU.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 14 HU**
Do/did you have a work contract of ... (Hungary)

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF EMPLOYEE OR FAMILY BUSINESS OR DON'T KNOW (CODES 1,3,8 AT F12) Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:** WRKCTRHU Employment contract unlimited or limited duration, Hungary

**Values and categories**
- 1 Unlimited
- 2 Limited
- 3 No Contract
- 6 Not applicable
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1, 3, (7) or 8 at F12

**Comment:** Country-specific data of WRKCTR from Hungary. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 15**
Including yourself, about how many people are/were employed at the place where you usually work/worked?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL WORKING/PREVIOUSLY WORKED Post: READ OUT

**Variable name and label:** ESTSZ Establishment size

**Values and categories**
- 1 Under 10
- 2 10 to 24
- 3 25 to 99
- 4 100 to 499
- 5 500 or more
- 6 Not applicable
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10

**Comment:** In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.
**Question F 16**
In your main job, do/did you have any responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?

*Variable name and label:* JBSPV Responsible for supervising other employees

*Values and categories*
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable
4. Refusal
5. Don’t know
6. No answer

*Filter:* If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10

*Comment:* In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 17**
How many people are/were you responsible for?

*Instruction(s):* Post: WRITE IN

*Variable name and label:* NJBSPV Number of people responsible for in job

*Values and categories*
1. Not applicable
2. Refusal
3. Don’t know
4. No answer
5. Not applicable
6. Refusal
7. Don’t know
8. No answer

*Filter:* If code 1 at F16

*Comment:* In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 18**
To what extent can/could you organise your own work? Can you...

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK ALL WORKING/PREVIOUSLY WORKED Post: READ OUT

*Variable name and label:* ORGWRK To what extent organise own work

*Values and categories*
1. To a large extent
2. To some extent
3. Very little
4. Or not at all?
5. Not applicable
6. Refusal
7. Don’t know
8. No answer
9. No answer

*Filter:* If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10

*Comment:* In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 19**
What are/were your total 'basic' or contracted hours each week (in your main job), excluding any paid and unpaid overtime?

*Instruction(s):* Post: WRITE IN HOURS

*Variable name and label:* WKHCT Total contracted hours per week in main job overtime excluded

*Values and categories*
1. Not applicable
2. Refusal
3. Don’t know
4. No answer

*Filter:* If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10

*Comment:* In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.
Question F 20
Regardless of your basic or contracted hours, how many hours do/did you normally work a week (in your main job), including any paid or unpaid overtime
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN HOURS
Variable name and label: WKHTOT Total hours normally worked per week in main job overtime included

Values and categories
666 Not applicable
777 Refusal
888 Don't know
999 No answer

Filter: If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10
Comment: In Norway, the question was asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 21 -23
F 21 What is/was the name or title of your main job?
F 22 In your main job, what kind of work do/did you do most of the time?
F 23 What training or qualifications are/were needed for the job?
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN
Variable name and label: ISCOCO Occupation, ISCO88 (com)

Values and categories
Coding standard ISCO88(com) (numeric), see Appendix 2 Coding standards in Documentation Report.
Missing values:
66666 Not applicable
77777 Refusal
88888 Don't know
99999 No answer

Filter: If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10
Comment: [Coded as 4-digit ISCO88 (com) numeric codes]
In Norway, the questions were asked to employees only. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 24
What does/did the firm/organisation you work/worked for mainly make or do?
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN.
[If additional country-specific questions are required for national occupation and industry coding systems, add HERE]
Variable name and label: NACER1 Industry, NACE rev.1

Values and categories
Coding standard NACER1 (numeric), see Appendix 2 Coding standards in Documentation Report.
Missing values:
666 Not applicable
777 Refusal
888 Don't know
999 No answer

Filter: If code 01 at F8a or code 1 at F9 or code 1 at F10
Comment: Data from Hungary are omitted from the international file.
In Norway, the question was asked to employees only.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 25
Have you ever been unemployed and seeking work for a period of more than three months?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK ALL
Variable name and label: UEMP3M Ever unemployed and seeking work for a period more than three months

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer
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**Question F 26**
Has any of these periods lasted for 12 months or more?

**Variable name and label:** UEMP12M Any period of unemployment and work seeking lasted 12 months or more

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 in F26

**Question F 27**
Have any of these periods been within the past 5 years?

**Variable name and label:** UEMPSYR Any period of unemployment and work seeking within last 5 years

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 in F26

**Comment:** Incorrect use of filter in Finland. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 28**
Are you or have you ever been a member of a trade union or similar organisation?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL Post: PROMPT IN RELATION TO PRECODES

**Variable name and label:** MBTRU Member of trade union or similar organisation

**Values and categories**
1 Yes, currently
2 Yes, previously
3 No
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Question F 29**
Please consider the income of all household members and any income which may be received by the household as a whole. What is the main source of income in your household?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 55 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** HINCSRC Main source of household income

**Values and categories**
01 Wages or salaries
02 Income from self-employment or farming
03 Pensions
04 Unemployment/redundancy benefit
05 Any other social benefits or grants
06 Income from investment, savings, insurance or property
07 Income from other sources
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer
**Question F 30**
Using this card, if you add up the income from all sources, which letter describes your household's total net income? If you don't know the exact figure, please give an estimate. Use the part of the card that you know best: weekly, monthly or annual income.

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 56

*Variable name and label:* HINCTNT Household's total net income, all sources

*Values and categories*
01 J
02 R
03 C
04 M
05 F
06 S
07 K
08 P
09 D
10 H
11 U
12 N
77 Refusal
88 Don’t know
99 No answer

*Comment:* The value labels J-N represent the intervals in € (Euros) as documented in Source showcards, page 59, see ESS Round 1 - "Fieldwork documents" at http://ess.nsd.uib.no/. Where necessary, corresponding amounts in national currencies were inserted, rounding up or down as appropriate.
France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file.
Hungary, Ireland: Deviating categories. The variable has been omitted from the international data file.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 31**
Which of the descriptions on this card comes closest to how you feel about your household’s income nowadays?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 57

*Variable name and label:* HINCFEL Feeling about household’s income nowadays

*Values and categories*
1 Living comfortably on present income
2 Coping on present income
3 Finding it difficult on present income
4 Finding it very difficult on present income
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

*Comment:* France: Data from France have been omitted from the international file. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 32**
If for some reason you were in serious financial difficulties and had to borrow money to make ends meet, how difficult or easy would that be?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 58 Post: Please use this card

*Variable name and label:* BRWMNY Borrow money to make ends meet, difficult or easy

*Values and categories*
1 Very difficult
2 Quite difficult
3 Neither easy nor difficult
4 Quite easy
5 Very easy
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer
Question F 33
INTERVIEWER CODE:
**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL. INTERVIEWER CODE:
**Variable name and label:** PARTNER Lives with husband/wife/partner at F4

**Values and categories**
1 Lives with husband/wife/partner at F4
2 Does not
9 Not available

Question F 34
What is the highest level of education your husband/wife/partner has achieved?
**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 59
Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDULVLPA Partner's highest level of education

**Values and categories**
0 Not possible to harmonise into 5-level ISCED
1 Less than lower secondary education (ISCED 0-1)
2 Lower secondary education completed (ISCED 2)
3 Upper secondary education completed (ISCED 3)
4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education completed (ISCED 4)
5 Tertiary education completed (ISCED 5-6)
55 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F33 (code 01 at F4)
**Comment:** Coding frame based on ISCED-97. Harmonised variable based on country-specific questionnaire item(s).

Deviations:
Ireland: Category 5 also contains respondents from ISCED-97 category 4.
United Kingdom: Bridging into category 2 intentionally diverts form official ISCED mapping to improve comparability.

Question F 35 a
Which of the descriptions on this card applies to what he/she has been doing for the last 7 days?
**Instruction(s):** Pre: CARD 60 Post: PROMPT Which others? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

**Values and categories**
0 Not marked
1 Marked

**Filter:** If code 1 at F33 (code 01 at F4)
**Comment:** France: The French data have been re-coded. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

01 In paid work (or away temporarily) (employee, self-employed, working for your family business)
**Variable name and label:** PDWRKP Partner doing last 7 days: paid work
02 In education (not paid for by employer) even if on vacation
**Variable name and label:** EDCTNP Partner doing last 7 days: education
03 Unemployed and actively looking for a job
**Variable name and label:** UEMLAP Partner doing last 7 days: unemployed, actively looking for job
04 Unemployed, wanting a job but not actively looking for a job
**Variable name and label:** UEMLIP Partner doing last 7 days: unemployed, not actively looking for job
05 Permanently sick or disabled
**Variable name and label:** DSBLDP Partner doing last 7 days: permanently sick or disabled
06 Retired
**Variable name and label:** RTRDP Partner doing last 7 days: retired
07 In community or military service
**Variable name and label:** CMSRVP Partner doing last 7 days: community or military service
08 Doing housework, looking after children or other persons
**Variable name and label:** HSWRKJP Partner doing last 7 days: housework, looking after children, others
09 (other)
**Variable name and label:** DNGOTHP Partner doing last 7 days: other
88 Don't know
**Variable name and label:** DNGDKP Partner doing last 7 days: don't know
Not applicable
**Variable name and label:** DNGNAPP Partner doing last 7 days: not applicable
Refusal
**Variable name and label:** DNGREFP Partner doing last 7 days: refusal
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Variable name and label: DNGNAP Partner doing last 7 days: no answer

Question F 35 b
And which of the descriptions on this card best describes his/her situation (in the last 7 days)?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK IF MORE THAN ONE CODED AT F35a
CARD 60 AGAIN
Variable name and label: MNACTP Partner’s main activity last 7 days

Values and categories
01 In paid work (or away temporarily) (employee, self-employed, working for your family business)
02 In education, even if on vacation (not paid for by employer)
03 Unemployed and actively looking for a job
04 Unemployed, wanting a job but not actively looking for a job
05 Permanently sick or disabled
06 Retired
07 In community or military service
08 Doing housework, looking after children or other persons
09 Other
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 02 – 09, (77) or 88 at F35a
Comment: Denmark: Filter not used. All respondents were asked F35b.
France: The French data have been re-coded. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 36
Can I just check, did he/she do any paid work (of an hour or more) in the last 7 days?
Instruction(s): Pre: ASK IF NOT IN PAID WORK AT F35a. IF IN PAID WORK (CODE 01), GO TO F37
Variable name and label: CRPDWKP Partner, control paid work last 7 days

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Filter: If code 02 – 09, (77) or 88 at F35a

Question F 37 -39
F 37 What is the name or title of his/her main job?
F 38 In his/her main job, what kind of work does he/she do most of the time?
F 39 What training or qualifications are needed for the job?
Instruction(s): Post: WRITE IN
Variable name and label: ISCOCOP Occupation partner, ISCO88 (com)

Values and categories
Coding standard ISCO88(com) (numeric), see Appendix 2 Coding standards in Documentation Report.
Missing values:
66666 Not applicable
77777 Refusal
88888 Don't know
99999 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at F35a or code 1 at F36
Comment: [Coded as 4-digit ISCO88 (com) numeric codes]
**Question F 40**  
In his/her main job is he/she...  
**Instruction(s):** Post: READ OUT  
**Variable name and label:** EMPRELP Partner’s employment relation

**Values and categories**  
1 An employee  
2 Self-employed  
3 Working for your family business  
6 Not applicable  
7 Refusal  
8 Don't know  
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F33 (code 01 at F4) and [code 01 at F35a or code 1 at F36]  
**Comment:** Norway: The question was asked by mail survey.  
France: The French data have omitted from the international data file.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 41**  
How many employees (if any) does he/she have?  
**Instruction(s):** Post: WRITE IN NUMBER  
**Variable name and label:** EMPLNOP Number of employees partner has

**Values and categories**  
66666 Not applicable  
77777 Refusal  
88888 Don't know  
99999 No answer

**Filter:** If code code 2 at F40  
**Comment:** In Norway, the question was asked by mail survey. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 42**  
In his/her main job, does he/she have any responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?  
**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF PARTNER IN PAID WORK AT F35a OR F36  
**Variable name and label:** JBSPVP Partner responsible for supervising other employees

**Values and categories**  
1 Yes  
2 No  
6 Not applicable  
7 Refusal  
8 Don't know  
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F33 (code 01 at F4) and [code 01 at F35a or code 1 at F36]  
**Comment:** Norway: In Norway the question was asked by mail survey. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 43**  
How many people is he/she responsible for?  
**Instruction(s):** Post: WRITE IN NUMBER  
**Variable name and label:** NJBSPVP Number of people partner responsible for in job

**Values and categories**  
66666 Not applicable  
77777 Refusal  
88888 Don't know  
99999 No answer

**Filter:** If code code 1 at F42  
**Comment:** In Norway, the question was asked by mail survey. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.
**Question F 44**
How many hours does he/she normally work a week (in his/her main job)? Please include any paid or unpaid overtime.

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF PARTNER IN PAID WORK AT F35a OR F36 Post: WRITE IN HOURS

**Variable name and label:** WKHTOTP Hours normally worked a week in main job overtime included, partner

**Values and categories**
- 666 Not applicable
- 777 Refusal
- 888 Don't know
- 999 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F33 (code 01 at F4) and [code 01 at F35a or code 1 at F36]

**Comment:** In Norway, the question was asked by mail survey. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

---

**Question F 45**
What is the highest level of education your father achieved?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL CARD 61 Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDULVLFA Father's highest level of education

**Values and categories**
- 0 Not possible to harmonise into 5-level ISCED
- 1 Less than lower secondary education (ISCED 0-1)
- 2 Lower secondary education completed (ISCED 2)
- 3 Upper secondary education completed (ISCED 3)
- 4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education completed (ISCED 4)
- 5 Tertiary education completed (ISCED 5-6)
- 55 Other
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

**Comment:** Coding frame based on ISCED-97. Harmonised variable based on country-specific questionnaire item(s).

**Deviations:**
- Ireland: Category 5 also contains respondents from ISCED-97 category 4.
- United Kingdom: Bridging into category 2 intentionally diverts form official ISCED mapping to improve comparability.

---

**Question F 46**
When you were 14, did your father work as an employee, was he self-employed, or was he not working then?

**Variable name and label:** EMPRF14 Father's employment status when respondent 14

**Values and categories**
- 1 An employee
- 2 Self-employed
- 3 Not working
- 4 Father died/absent when respondent was 14
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

---

**Question F 47**
How many employees did he have?

**Variable name and label:** EMPLNOF Number of employees father had

**Values and categories**
- 1 None
- 2 1 to 24
- 3 25 or more
- 6 Not applicable
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer
**Filter:** If code 2 at F46

**Question F 48**
Did he have any responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?

**Instruction(s):**
Pre: ASK IF FATHER EMPLOYED (code 1 at F46)

**Variable name and label:** JBSPVF Father responsible for supervising other employees

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F46

**Question F 49**
What was the name or title of his main job?

**Instruction(s):**
Pre: ASK IF FATHER WORKING OR DON'T KNOW - CODES 1, 2 or 8 at F46
Post: WRITE IN

**Variable name and label:**

**Filter:** If code 1, 2 or 8 at F46

**Question F 50**
Which of the descriptions on this card best describes the sort of work he did when you were 14

**Instruction(s):**
Pre: CARD 62

**Variable name and label:** OCCF14 Father's occupation when respondent 14

**Values and categories**
01 Traditional professional occupations
02 Modern professional occupations
03 Clerical and intermediate occupations
04 Senior manager or administrators
05 Technical and craft occupations
06 Semi-routine manual and service occupations
07 Routine manual and service occupations
08 Middle or junior managers
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1, 2 or 8 at F46

**Comment:**
France: Data from France have been omitted from the international data file.
Ireland: Data from Ireland have been omitted from the variable, but kept in the variable OCCF14IE. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 50 IE**
Which of the descriptions on this card best describes the sort of work he did when you were 14 (Ireland)

**Variable name and label:** OCCF14IE Father's occupation when respondent 14, Ireland

**Values and categories**
01 Traditional professional occupations
02 Modern professional occupations
03 Clerical and intermediate occupations
04 Senior manager or administrators
05 Technical and craft occupations
06 Semi-routine manual and service occupations
07 Routine manual and service occupations
08 Middle or junior managers
09 Farmer
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

**Filter:** If code 1, 2 or 8 at F46
Comment: Country-specific data of OCCF14 from Ireland. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 51**
What is the highest level of education your mother achieved?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL
CARD 63
Post: Please use this card

**Variable name and label:** EDULVLMA Mother's highest level of education

**Values and categories**
- 0 Not possible to harmonise into 5-level ISCED
- 1 Less than lower secondary education (ISCED 0-1)
- 2 Lower secondary education completed (ISCED 2)
- 3 Upper secondary education completed (ISCED 3)
- 4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education completed (ISCED 4)
- 5 Tertiary education completed (ISCED 5-6)
- 55 Other
- 77 Refusal
- 88 Don't know
- 99 No answer

Comment: Coding frame based on ISCED-97. Harmonised variable based on country-specific questionnaire item(s).

Deviations:
Ireland: Category 5 also contains respondents from ISCED-97 category 4.
United Kingdom: Bridging into category 2 intentionally diverts form official ISCED mapping to improve comparability.

**Question F 52**
When you were 14, did your mother work as an employee, was she self-employed, or was she not working then?

**Variable name and label:** EMPRM14 Mother's employment status when respondent 14

**Values and categories**
- 1 An employee
- 2 Self-employed
- 3 Not working
- 4 Mother died/absent when respondent was 14
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Question F 53**
How many employees did she have?

**Variable name and label:** EMPLNOM Number of employees mother had

**Values and categories**
- 1 None
- 2 1 to 24
- 3 25 or more
- 6 Not applicable
- 7 Refusal
- 8 Don't know
- 9 No answer

**Filter:** If code 2 at F52

**Question F 54**
Did she have any responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK IF MOTHER EMPLOYED (code 1 at F52)

**Variable name and label:** JBSPVM Mother responsible for supervising other employees

**Values and categories**
- 1 Yes
- 2 No
- 6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Filter: If code 1 at F52

**Question F 55**
What was the name or title of her main job?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK IF MOTHER WORKING OR DON'T KNOW - CODES 1, 2 or 8 at F52 Post: WRITE IN

*Variable name and label:* OCCM14 Mother's occupation when respondent 14

Filter: If code 1, 2 or 8 at F52

**Question F 56**
Which of the descriptions on this card best describes the sort of work she did when you were 14

*Instruction(s):* Pre: CARD 64

*Variable name and label:* OCCM14 Mother's occupation when respondent 14

**Values and categories**
01 Traditional professional occupations
02 Modern professional occupations
03 Clerical and intermediate occupations
04 Senior manager or administrators
05 Technical and craft occupations
06 Semi-routine manual and service occupations
07 Routine manual and service occupations
08 Middle or junior managers
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1, 2 or 8 at F52

**Comment:** For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 56 IE**
Which of the descriptions on this card best describes the sort of work she did when you were 14 (Ireland)

*Variable name and label:* OCCM14IE Mother's occupation when respondent 14, Ireland

**Values and categories**
01 Traditional professional occupations
02 Modern professional occupations
03 Clerical and intermediate occupations
04 Senior manager or administrators
05 Technical and craft occupations
06 Semi-routine manual and service occupations
07 Routine manual and service occupations
08 Middle or junior managers
09 Farmer
66 Not applicable
77 Refusal
88 Don't know
99 No answer

Filter: If code 1, 2 or 8 at F52

**Comment:** Country-specific data of OCCM14 from Ireland. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 57**
During the last twelve months, have you taken any course or attended any lecture or conference to improve your knowledge or skills for work?

*Instruction(s):* Pre: ASK ALL

*Variable name and label:* ATNCRSE Improve knowledge/skills: course/lecture/conference, last 12 months

**Values and categories**
1 Yes
2 No
Question F 58
Could I ask about your current legal marital status? Which of the descriptions on this card applies to you?

Variable name and label: MARITAL Legal marital status

Values and categories
1 Married
2 Separated (still legally married)
3 Divorced
4 Widowed
5 Never married
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Comment: France: Data from France have been omitted from the variable, but is kept in a country specific variable MARTLFR. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 58 FR
Could I ask about your current legal marital status? Which of the descriptions on this card applies to you?

Variable name and label: MARTLFR Legal marital status (France)

Values and categories
1 Married
2 Separated (still legally married)
3 Divorced
4 Widowed
5 Never married
6 Pacte de solidarité (PACS)
7 Refusal
8 Don't know
9 No answer

Comment: France: Country-specific data of MARITAL from France. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Question F 59
Are you currently living with your husband/wife?

Variable name and label: LVGHW Currently living with husband/wife

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Filter: If F58 = 1

Question F 60
Are you currently living with another partner?

Variable name and label: LVGOPTN Currently living with another partner than husband/wife

Values and categories
1 Yes
2 No
6 Not applicable
7 Refusal
8 Don’t know
9 No answer

Filter: If code 2, 7 or 8 at F59
**Question F 61**
Are you currently living with a partner?

**Variable name and label:** LVGPTN Currently living with partner

**Values and categories**
1. Yes
2. No
6. Not applicable
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Filter:** If code 2 to 5, 7 or 8 at F58

**Comment:** Netherlands: Incorrect use of filter. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 62**
Have you ever lived with a partner without being married to them?

**Variable name and label:** LVGPTNE Ever lived with a partner without being married

**Values and categories**
1. Yes
2. No
6. Not applicable
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Filter:** If code 1 at F59 or code 2, 7 or 8 at F60 or code 2, 7 or 8 at F61

**Comment:** France: The data from France have been omitted from the variable, but is kept in the country specific variable MARTLFR. Italy, Netherlands: Incorrect use of the filter in F61 (LVGPTN). For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 63**
Have you ever been divorced?

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL MARRIED, SEPARATED OR WIDOWED (CODES 1, 2 OR 4) AT F58. OTHERS GO TO F64.

**Variable name and label:** DVRCDEV Ever been divorced

**Values and categories**
1. Yes
2. No
6. Not applicable
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Filter:** Code 1, 2 or 4 at F58

**Comment:** Netherlands, Norway, Slovenia and Sweden: Incorrect use of filter. For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

**Question F 64**
INTERVIEWER REFER TO HOUSEHOLD GRID AND CODE:

**Instruction(s):** Pre: ASK ALL. INTERVIEWER REFER TO HOUSEHOLD GRID AND CODE:

**Variable name and label:** CHLDHM Children living at home or not

**Values and categories**
1. Respondent has children living at home (code at F4)
2. Does not
9. Not available
**Question F 65**
Have you ever had any children of your own, step-children, adopted children, foster children or a partner's children living in your household?

**Variable name and label:** CHLDHHE Ever had children living in household

**Values and categories**
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable
4. Refusal
5. Don't know
6. No answer

**Filter:** If code 2 at F64

**Question Ga- u**
Now I will briefly describe some people. Please listen to each description and tell me how much each person is or is not like you. Use this card for your answer.

**Instruction(s):** Pre: INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT IS MALE, ASK GF1. IF RESPONDENT IS FEMALE, ASK GF2.
CARD A Post: Use this card for your answer

**Values and categories**
1. Very much like me
2. Like me
3. Somewhat like me
4. A little like me
5. Not like me
6. Not like me at all
7. Refusal
8. Don't know
9. No answer

**Comment:** [Different questionnaires for female (she/her/herself) and male (he/his/him/himself) respondents.]
Italy: Data from Italy have been omitted from the international file.
Luxembourg: Luxembourg did not field the supplementary questionnaire.
For further details please see item 46 in the Documentation Report.

Ga  Thinking up new ideas and being creative is important to her/him. She/he likes to do things in her/his own original way.

**Variable name and label:** IPCRTIV Important to think new ideas and being creative

Gb  It is important to her/him to be rich. She/he wants to have a lot of money and expensive things.

**Variable name and label:** IMPRICH Important to be rich, have money and expensive things

Gc  She/he thinks it is important that every person in the world should be treated equally. She/he believes everyone should have equal opportunities in life.

**Variable name and label:** IPEQOPT Important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities

Gd  It's important to her/him to show her/his abilities. She/he wants people to admire what she/he does.

**Variable name and label:** IPSHABT Important to show abilities and be admired

Ge  It is important to her/him to live in secure surroundings. She/he avoids anything that might endanger her/his safety.

**Variable name and label:** IMPSAFE Important to live in secure and safe surroundings

Gf  She/he likes surprises and is always looking for new things to do. She/he thinks it is important to do lots of different things in life.

**Variable name and label:** IMPDIFF Important to try new and different things in life

Gg  She/he believes that people should do what they're told. She/he thinks people should follow rules at all times, even when no-one is watching.

**Variable name and label:** IPFRULE Important to do what is told and follow rules

Gh  It is important to her/him to listen to people who are different from her/him. Even when she/he disagrees with them, she/he still wants to understand them.

**Variable name and label:** IPUDRST Important to understand different people

Gi  It is important to her/him to be humble and modest. She/he tries not to draw attention to herself/himself.

**Variable name and label:** IPMODST Important to be humble and modest, not draw attention
Having a good time is important to her/him. She/he likes to “spoil” herself/himself.

**Variable name and label:** IPGDTIM Important to have a good time

It is important to her/him to make her/his own decisions about what she/he does. She/he likes to be free and not depend on others.

**Variable name and label:** IMPFREE Important to make own decisions and be free

It’s very important to her/him to help the people around her/him. She/he wants to care for their well-being.

**Variable name and label:** IPLLPL Important to help people and care for others well-being

Being very successful is important to her/him. She/he hopes people will recognise her/his achievements.

**Variable name and label:** IPSUCES Important to be successful and that people recognize achievements

It is important to her/him that the government ensures her/his safety against all threats. She/he wants the state to be strong so it can defend its citizens.

**Variable name and label:** IPSTRGV Important that government is strong and ensures safety

She/he looks for adventures and likes to take risks. She/he wants to have an exciting life.

**Variable name and label:** IPADVNT Important to seek adventures and have an exciting life

It is important to her/him always to behave properly. She/he wants to avoid doing anything people would say is wrong.

**Variable name and label:** IPBHPRP Important to behave properly

It is important to her/him to get respect from others. She/he wants people to do what she/he says.

**Variable name and label:** IPRSPOT Important to get respect from others

It is important to her/him to be loyal to her/his friends. She/he wants to devote herself/himself to people close to her/him.

**Variable name and label:** IPLYLFR Important to be loyal to friends and devote to people close

She/he strongly believes that people should care for nature. Looking after the environment is important to her/him.

**Variable name and label:** IMPENV Important to care for nature and environment

Tradition is important to her/him. She/he tries to follow the customs handed down by her/his religion or her/his family.

**Variable name and label:** IMPTRAD Important to follow traditions and customs

She/he seeks every chance she/he can to have fun. It is important to her/him to do things that give her/him pleasure.

**Variable name and label:** IMPFUN Important to seek fun and things that give pleasure

**Region, Austria**

**Variable name and label:** REGIONAT Region, Austria

**Values and categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Burgenland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Kärnten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Niederösterreich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Oberösterreich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Salzburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Steiermark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Tirol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Vorarlberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Wien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Region, Belgium**

**Variable name and label:** REGIONBE Region, Belgium

**Values and categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Flemish region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Brussels region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Walloon region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Region, Switzerland
Variable name and label: REGIONCH Region, Switzerland

Values and categories
01 Genfersee region
02 Zentrales Mittelland
03 Nordschweiz
04 Zentralschweiz
05 Ostschweiz
06 Tessin
99 Not available

Region, Czech Republic
Variable name and label: REGIONCZ Region, Czech Republic

Values and categories
01 Prague
02 Central Bohemia
03 South Bohemia
04 Pizen Reg.
05 Karlovy Vary Reg.
06 Usti Reg.
07 Liberec Reg.
08 Hradec Kralove Reg.
09 Pardubice Reg.
10 Vysochina
11 South Moravia
12 Olomouc Reg.
13 Zlin Reg.
14 Moravian Silesia Reg.
99 Not available

Region, Germany
Variable name and label: REGIONDE Region, Germany

Values and categories
01 Schleswig-Holstein
02 Hamburg
03 Niedersachsen
04 Bremen
05 Nordrhein-Westfalen
06 Hessen
07 Rheinland-Pfalz
08 Baden-Wurttemberg
09 Bayern
10 Saarland
11 Berlin
12 Brandenburg
13 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
14 Sachsen
15 Sachsen-Anhalt
16 Thuringen
99 Not available

Region, Denmark
Variable name and label: REGIONDK Region, Denmark

Values and categories
01 Københavns og Frederiksberg Kommune
02 Københavns Amt
03 Frederiksborg Amt
04 Roskilde Amt
05 Vestsjællands Amt
06 Storstrøms Amt
07 Bornholms Amt
08 Fyns Amt
09 Sønderjyllands Amt
10 Ribe Amt
11 Vejle Amt
12 Ringkøbing Amt
13 Århus Amt
14 Viborg Amt
15 Nordjyllands Amt
99 Not available

**Region, Spain**  
*Variable name and label*: REGIONES Region, Spain  

**Values and categories**  
11 Galicia  
12 Principado de Asturias  
13 Cantabria  
21 País Vasco  
22 Comunidad Foral de Navarra  
23 La Rioja  
24 Aragón  
30 Comunidad de Madrid  
41 Castilla y León  
42 Castilla-la-Mancha  
43 Extremadura  
51 Cataluña  
52 Comunidad Valenciana  
53 Illes Balears  
61 Andalucía  
62 Región de Murcia  
63 Ceuta y Melilla  
70 Canarias  
99 Not available

**Region, Finland**  
*Variable name and label*: REGIONFI Region, Finland  

**Values and categories**  
01 Uusimaa  
02 Southern Finland and Åland  
03 Eastern Finland  
04 Mid Finland  
05 Northern Finland  
99 Not available

**Region, France**  
*Variable name and label*: REGIONFR Region, France  

**Values and categories**  
01 Région parisienne  
02 Bassin Parisien Est  
03 Bassin Parisien Ouest  
04 Nord  
05 Est  
06 Ouest  
07 Sud Ouest  
08 Sud Est  
09 Méditerranée  
99 Not available

**Region, United Kingdom**  
*Variable name and label*: REGIONGB Region, United Kingdom  

**Values and categories**  
01 North East  
02 North West  
03 Yorkshire and The Humber  
04 East Midlands  
05 West Midlands  
06 South West  
07 East of England  
08 London  
09 South East
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Variable name and label:</th>
<th>Values and categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Northern Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>REGIONGR Region, Greece</td>
<td>03 Attiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 Anatoliki Makedonia, Thraki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Kentriki Makedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 Dytiki Makedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14 Thessalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Ipeiros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22 Ionia Nissia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23 Dytiki Ellada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24 Sterea Ellada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 Peloponnisos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41 Voreio Agaio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42 Notio Agaio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43 Kriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>REGIONHU Region, Hungary</td>
<td>01 Central regio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02 Middle- Transdanubia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03 West- Transdanubia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>04 South-Transdanubia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05 North Regio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06 North- Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07 South- Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>REGIONIE Region, Ireland</td>
<td>01 Border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02 Midland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03 West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>04 Dublin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05 Mid East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06 Mid West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07 South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>08 South West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>REGIONIL Region, Israel</td>
<td>01 Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02 Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03 Haifa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>04 Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05 Tel Aviv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06 Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07 Judea - Samaria and Gaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>REGIONIT Region, Italy</td>
<td>01 Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02 Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03 Haifa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>04 Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05 Tel Aviv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06 Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07 Judea - Samaria and Gaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99 Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Values and categories
01 Piemonte
02 Valle d'Aosta
03 Lombardia
04 Trentino-Alto Adige
05 Veneto
06 Friuli-Venezia Giulia
07 Liguria
08 Emilia-Romagna
09 Toscana
10 Umbria
11 Marche
12 Lazio
13 Abruzzo
14 Molise
15 Campania
16 Puglia
17 Basilicata
18 Calabria
19 Sicilia
20 Sardegna
99 Not available

Region, Luxembourg
Variable name and label: REGIONLU Region, Luxembourg

Values and categories
1 Luxembourg
99 Not available

Region, Netherlands
Variable name and label: REGIONNL Region, Netherlands

Values and categories
111 Oost-Groningen
112 Delfzijl en Omgeving
113 Overig Groningen
121 Noord-Friesland
122 Zuidwest-Friesland
123 Zuidoost-Friesland
131 Noord-Drenthe
132 Zuidoost-Drenthe
133 Zuidwest-Drenthe
211 Noord-Ooiverijssel
212 Zuidwest-Overijssel
213 Twente
221 Veluwe
222 Achterhoek
223 Arnhem\Nijmegen
224 Zuidwest-Gelderland
230 Flevoland
310 Utrecht
321 Kop van Noord-Holland
322 Alkmaar en Omgeving
323 Ijmmond
324 Agglomeratie Haarlem
325 Zaanstreek
326 Groot-Amsterdam
327 Het Gooi en Vechtstreek
331 Agglomeratie Leiden en Bollenstreek
332 Agglomeratie S-Gravenhage
333 Delft en Westland
334 Oost-Zuid-Holland
335 Groot-Rijnmond
336 Zuidoost-Zuid-Holland
341 Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen
342 Overig Zeeland
411 West-Noord-Brabant
412 Midden-Noord-Brabant
413 Noordoost-Noord-Brabant
Region, Norway
Variable name and label: REGIONNO Region, Norway

Values and categories
01 Oslo and Akershus
02 Hedmark and Oppland
03 South Eastern Norway
04 Agder and Rogaland
05 Western Norway
06 Trondelag
07 Northern Norway
99 Not available

Region, Poland
Variable name and label: REGIONPL Region, Poland

Values and categories
02 Dolnoslaskie
04 Kujawsko-pomorskie
06 Lubelskie
08 Lubuskie
10 Lodzkie
12 Malopolskie
14 Mazowieckie
16 Opolskie
18 Podkarpackie
20 Podlaskie
22 Pomorskie
24 Slaskie
26 Swietokrzyskie
28 Warminsko-mazurskie
30 Wielkopolskie
32 Zachodniopomorskie
99 Not available

Region, Portugal
Variable name and label: REGIONPT Region, Portugal

Values and categories
01 Norte
02 Centro
03 Lisboa e Vale do Tejo
04 Alentejo
05 Algarve
99 Not available

Region, Sweden
Variable name and label: REGIONSE Region, Sweden

Values and categories
01 Stockholm
02 Östra Mellansverige
03 Sydsverige
04 Norra Mellansverige
05 Mellemsta Norrland
06 Övre Norrland
07 Småland och Öarna
08 Västsvinge
99 Not available
Region, Slovenia  
**Variable name and label:** REGIONSI Region, Slovenia

**Values and categories**
01 Gorenjska  
02 Goriska  
03 Jugovzhodna Slovenija  
04 Koroska  
05 Notranjsko-kraska  
06 Obalno-kraska  
07 Osrednjeslovenska  
08 Podravska  
09 Pomurska  
10 Savinjska  
11 Spodnjeposavska  
12 Zasavska  
99 Not available

**Interview in East or West Germany**  
**Instruction(s):** Pre: PLEASE FILL OUT WITHOUT ASKING  
**Variable name and label:** INTEWDE Place of interview: East, West Germany

**Values and categories**
1 Interview takes place in East Germany, East Berlin  
2 Interview takes place in West Germany, West Berlin

**Comment:** From German national module

**Day of interview**  
**Variable name and label:** INWDD Day of month of interview

**Values and categories**
99 Not available

**Month of interview**  
**Variable name and label:** INWMM Month of interview

**Values and categories**
99 Not available

**Year of interview**  
**Variable name and label:** INWYR Year of interview

**Values and categories**
9999 Not available

**Start of interview, hour**  
**Variable name and label:** INWSHH Start of interview, hour

**Values and categories**
99 Not available

**Start of interview, minute**  
**Variable name and label:** INWSMM Start of interview, minute

**Values and categories**
99 Not available

**End of interview, minute**  
**Variable name and label:** INWEMM End of interview, minute

**Values and categories**
99 Not available
End of interview, hour
Variable name and label: INWEHH End of interview, hour

Values and categories
99 Not available

Interview length in minutes, main questionnaire (calculated)
Variable name and label: INWTM Interview length in minutes, main questionnaire

Administration of split ballot and mtmm
Variable name and label: SPLTADM Administration of split ballot and mtmm

Values and categories
01 SC2 TEST1-18
02 SC2 TEST19-36
03 SC6 TEST1-6
04 SC6 TEST7-12
05 SC6 TEST13-18
06 SC6 TEST19-24
07 SC6 TEST25-30
08 SC6 TEST31-36
09 FF2 TEST1-18
10 FF2 TEST19-36
11 FF6 TEST1-6
12 FF6 TEST7-12
13 FF6 TEST13-18
14 FF6 TEST19-24
15 FF6 TEST25-30
16 FF6 TEST31-36
21 SC No split
22 FF No split
99 Not available

Comment: No split ballot in Hungary and Italy

Question I 1
How was the supplementary questionnaire administered?
Variable name and label: SUPQADM Administration of supplementary questionnaire

Values and categories
1 Face-to-face interview
2 Completed by the respondent while you were present
3 Left with respondent, to be collected by you
4 Left with respondent, to be returned by post
9 No answer

Comment: From the Interviewer’s questionnaire

Design weight
Variable name and label: DWEIGHT Design weight

Post stratification weights
Variable name and label: PSPWGHT Post stratification weights including selection probabilities

Population size weight (must be combined with dweight or pspwght)
Variable name and label: PWEIGHT Population size weight (must be combined with dweight or pspwght)